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Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVI LLE

THOMAS L. STRONG, and BRIAN K.
HAWK,

Case No. CV 06-7149

Plaintiffs,
vs.
INTERMO UNTAIN ANESTHE SIA, P.A. and
MARCUS E. MURPHY , M.D.,

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT MOTION TO DISMISS
FOR FAILURE TO PROSECUTE, OR
ALTERNATIVELY, MOTION FOR
SUMMAR Y JUDGME NT

Defendants.

I.

INTRODUCTION

COME NOW defendants Intermountain Anesthesia, P.A. ("Intermountain Anesthesia"),
and Marcus E. Murphy, M.D. ("Dr. Murphy") by and through their counsel of record, Hall,
Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., and hereby respectfully submit this Memorand um in Support
of their Motion to Dismiss for Failure to Prosecute, or Alternatively, Motion for Summary
Judgment. For the reasons stated below and pursuant to Rules 4l(b) and 56(c) of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure, defendants request that this Court dismiss this action in its entirety.
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IL STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS
1s an

medical malpractice

Thomas

Hawk ("Hawk")( collectively

generally

the conduct of defendants, Intermountain Anesthesia and Marcus E. Murphy, M.D., relative to
anesthesia care provided to plaintiffs on June 25, 2004, when each plaintiff underwent a separate
surgical implant procedure to place a neuron stimulator.

The surgeries were performed by

Catherine Linderman, M.D. at Eastern Idaho Medical Center in Idaho Falls, Idaho. (See Strong
and Hawk Complaint and Jury Demand on file herein,

ir 5.)

The anesthesia was administered to

plaintiffs by certified nurse anesthetists Christian Schmalz and Mary Waid. On May 24, 2006,
both plaintiff Strong and plaintiff Hawk filed separate prelitigation screening requests with the
Idaho State Board of Medicine, pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-1001 et seq. (Affidavit of Kevin J.
Scanlan in Support of Defendant Intermountain Anesthesia, P.A.'s Motion to Dismiss
(hereinafter "Scanlan Aff."), Exs. A & B).
On November 10, 2006, the prelitigation screening panel hearings were conducted in the
matter, and on November 20, 2006, the panel's advisory opinions on both matters were issued by
the Idaho State Board of Medicine. (Scanlan Aff. 115-7; Exs. C & D.) Thereafter, on December
20, 2006, plaintiffs jointly filed a complaint for medical malpractice in this Court, naming as
defendants Intermountain Anesthesia, P.A. and Marcus E. Murphy, M.D. (See Strong and Hawk
Complaint and Jury Demand on file herein). Prelitigation Screening Panel proceedings are not
applicable to entities such as Intermountain Anesthesia, P.A., and, as such, the related tolling
provisions of I.C. § 6-1005 are not applicable to plaintiffs' claims against Intermountain
Anesthesia, P.A.

See also, IC § 6-1001.

No lawsuit had been filed by plaintiffs against

Intermountain Anesthesia concerning plaintiffs' alleged injuries in this matter prior to the filing
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2006.

on
a

on October 9, 2006.

8

9,

amended property schedule on November 11, 2006. (Scanlan Aff.,

E

an

1 10,

Ex. G). Mr. Hawk

failed to identify his claim, or potential claim, against Dr. Murphy in the schedule of assets, or
the amended schedule of assets, despite previously filing a request for a Prelitigation Screening
Panel hearing, and then filing the civil action less than two months after filing the amended
schedule of assets. On January 23, 2007, Lowell Hawkes, Brian Hawk's attorney in the civil
matter, informed defense counsel in the civil matter, that he was "in touch with the Trustee," but
had not been authorized as special counsel (Scanlan Aff.

il

12, Ex. I). Defendants are aware of

no evidence that Brian Hawk disclosed his claim against the defendants to the trustee, that he
sought to amend his filings to identify such claim, or that he sought to have Lowell Hawkes (or
other counsel) appointed to prosecute such claims. Defendants further are aware of no evidence
that the claim in this matter was released or abandoned by the Trustee.
On March 7, 2007, this Court issued a stay pending Hawk's bankruptcy proceeding. On
April 23, 2008, the bankruptcy trustee issued his Supplemental Final Accounting, certifying that
the estate had been fully administered, and requesting that the case be closed and the Trustee be
discharged. (Scanlan Aff.,

1 11, Ex.

H) On May 15, 2008, the Bankruptcy Court issued an order

approving the Trustee's Supplemental Final Report, discharging the Trustee and closing the case.
(Scanlan Aff., 1 8, Ex. E).
In the more than twenty-four (24) months, since the bankruptcy matter was resolved,
plaintiffs have taken no steps to prosecute this action. Based on plaintiffs' utter neglect of this
matter for the past two years, defendants request that this Court dismiss this action for failure to
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41 (b) of the Idaho Rules

Procedure.

additional grounds

as a basis for summary judgment

Anesthesia,

failed to commence this action against Intermountain Anesthesia within two (2) years
y
from the date of their alleged injury, entitling defendant Intermountain Anesthesia to summar
Brian
judgment as a matter of law. Further, as a basis for summary judgme nt against plaintiff
he
Hawk, the claims of Mr. Hawk should be dismissed based upon judicial estoppel because
failed to disclose his claims in his bankruptcy proceeding, which is now closed.
III. ARGUMENT
Failure to Prosecute

A.

Plaintiffs' lawsuit should be dismissed pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 41 (b)
the past
for failure to prosecute because plaintiffs have failed to take any action in this matter for
two years.
1. Standard of Review
Rule 41 (b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure enables a defendant to move for
Rules
dismissal of an action "for failure of the plaintiff to prosecute or to comply with [the Idaho
to
of Civil Procedure] or any order of court .... " A trial court's authority to dismiss for failure
of
prosecute "is well settled," and will not be disturbed on appeal absent a manifest abuse

see
discretion. Ellis v. Twin Falls Canal Co., 109 Idaho 910, 911, 712 P.2d 611, 612 (1985);
also, Day v. CIBA Geigy Corporation, 115 Idaho 1015, 1017, 772 P.2d 222,224 (1989).
Accordingly, Rule 41 (b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure imposes upon a plaintiff
577, 777
the duty to seek "prompt adjudication of the claim." Roberts v. Verner, 116 Idaho 57 5,
hails a
P.2d 1248, 1250 (1989). As the Supreme Court of Idaho explained, "a plaintiff who
the
defendant into court assumes, and, so long as he has the affirmative of the main issue, retains
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V.

96 Idaho 34,

524 P.2d 162, 163 (1974).
recour se

litigants

to

"

at 912, 712

P.2d at 613. Ellis v Twin Falls Canal Co., 109 Idaho at 912.
2. Analy sis
nt to Rule 41 (b) the
In determ ining wheth er it is approp riate to dismis s a lawsui t pursua
failure to move the case, any
Court should consid er "the length of delay occasi oned by plaint iffs
ant. Day v. CIBA Geigy Corp.,
justifi cation for the delay, and the resulta nt prejud ice to the defend
115 Idaho at 1017, 772 P.2d at 223.
the case since the
In this matter , plainti ffs have failed to take any steps to move
or about Septem ber 22, 2009,
bankru ptcy matter was resolv ed approx imatel y two years ago. On
the status of the matter and
counse l for defend ants contac ted plainti ffs' counse l regard ing
an Aff.,
inquir ed about plainti ffs' intenti ons in pursui ng this matter. (Scanl

il

14).

Plainti ffs'

and needed to discuss the
counse l stated that he had not spoken with his clients for a while,
matter with them. (Scanl an Aff.,

1 14). Over the ensuin g month s, defend ants'

counse l follow ed

has not been provid ed any
up with plainti ffs' attorne y regard ing his clients ' intenti ons, but
ative steps been taken by
definit e respon se, nor to defens e couns el's knowl edge, have affirm
plainti ffs to re-init iate this litigation. (Scanl an Aff.,

1 14.)

As of the date of the filing of this

otherw ise that plaintiffs have
motion , defend ants have no eviden ce by way of court filings or
cation for plainti ffs' delay.
taken any steps to furthe r prosec ute this claim. There is no justifi
ants' ability to prepar e a
Plaint iffs' delay in prosec uting this matter has prejud iced defend
defens e.

ptcy matter was
Not only has it been approx imatel y two years since the bankru

filed and almos t six years since
dismis sed, it has been over three years since the compl aint was
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stale six years

Not only will witnesses'
are becoming

Mary

the incident,

and

nurse anesthetists who administered/monitored the anesthesia given to plaintiffs, are no
nts are
longer employed with Intermountain Anesthesia. Mary Waid has retired and defenda
and is
unaware of her current residence, and Christian Schmalz has moved to Washington State
no longer subject to the jurisdiction of this Court. (Scanlan Aff.

1 13).

The delay has prejudiced

delay
defendants' ability to defend against plaintiffs' claims, and the prejudice worsens as the
continues.
In Day v. CIBA Geigy Corp., 115 Idaho at 1017, 772 P.2d at 223, the plaintiffs filed their
motion
complaint in 1980 and initially engaged in "numerous pre-trial procedures and extensive
practice involving discovery disputes, motions for summary judgment, and motions in limine,"
due to
however, the Idaho Supreme Court affirmed the trial court's dismissal of plaintiffs' case
s
an "unexplained period of inactivity for sixteen months." Id. at 1017, 772 P .2d at 224 (emphasi
added).
In Roberts v. Verner, 116 Idaho 575, 777 P.2d 1248 (1989), the court dismissed an action
where the plaintiff failed to prosecute its case against two defendants. In Roberts, upon receipt
of the complaint, defendant Verner filed a notice of appearance and a motion to change venue.
and a
Id. at 576, 777 P.2d at 1249. After sixteen months of inactivity, Verner filed an answer
motion to dismiss; however, the record contained no ruling on Verner' s motion. Id. Another
s
eleven months elapsed before Verner filed another motion to dismiss. Id. Although Verner'
case."
motion to dismiss was denied, the trial court "was critical of the delay in prosecuting the
elapsed,
Id. Notwithstanding the Court's disapproval of such delay, an additional fifteen months
Id.
and Verner filed a motion to dismiss for failure to prosecute which was ultimately granted.
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Court held

plaintiff' s
at

to

Roberts,

matter

was
at 1
dismissed

to

4 l(b)

the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedur e due to an extended (and unexplain ed) period of inactivity.

See Day, 115 Idaho at 1017, 772 P .2d at 224. Plaintiffs have failed to undertake any activity in
this case since Hawk's bankrupt cy matter was dismissed approxim ately two years ago and the
unjustifia ble delay in prosecuti on has resulted in prejudice to the defendants.
Defendan ts request that this Court dismiss plaintiffs ' Complain t pursuant to Idaho Rule
of Civil Procedur e 4l(b) due to plaintiffs ' failure to diligently prosecute their case.

B.

Summary Judgment
This Court should grant summary judgmen t to defendan t Intermou ntain Anesthes ia based

on plaintiffs ' failure to timely file their complaint.

This Court should also grant defendants

summary judgmen t against Brian Hawk based on judicial estoppel. There are no questions of
fact relevant to any issue of conseque nce, and defendan ts are entitled to judgmen t as a matter of
law.
1. Standard of Review
Rule 56( c) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedur e provides that summary judgmen t "shall
be rendered forthwith if the pleadings , depositions, and admissio ns on file, together with the
affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving
party is entitled to judgmen t as a matter of law." Smith v. Meridian Joint School Dist. #2, 128
Idaho 714,718 ,918 P.2d 583,587 (1986).
In making a determin ation with respect to a motion for summary judgment , a court
should construe the record m favor of the party opposing the motion and draw reasonable
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99

128 Idaho at 718,918

in that party's

rests

a

judgme nt

at

at 719, 918

at

to

IS

sufficient to
judgme nt as a matter of law when the nonmov ing party "fails to make a showing
would bear
establish the existenc e of an element essential to the party's case on which that party
(1988).
the burden of proof at trial." Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 102, 765 P.2d 126, 127
In order to meet its burden, the moving party must asse1i in its motion and establish
or more
through evidenc e the absence of any genuine issue of material fact regarding one
5 87.
element s of the nonmov ing party's case. Smith, 128 Idaho at 719, 918 P .2d at

If the

no genuine
moving party challeng es an element of the nonmov ing party's case on the basis that
with
issue of material fact exists, the burden then shifts to the nonmov ing party to come forward
sufficient evidenc e to create a genuine issue of fact. (Id)
mere
The party opposin g the summar y judgme nt motion "may not rest upon the
ts or as
allegations or denials of that party's pleadings, but the party's response, by affidavi
issue
otherwise provide d in this rule, must set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine
ng more
for trial." I.R.C.P. 56(e). "The nonmov ing party's case must be anchored in somethi
of fact."
than speculation, and a mere scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a genuine issue

Tuttle v. Sudenga Indus., Inc., 125 Idaho 145, 150, 868 P.2d 473,478 (1994).
2. Summa ry Judgme nt for Intermo untain Anesthe sia
the
Plaintiffs failed to file their complai nt against Intermo untain Anesthe sia within
applicable statute of limitations.

Therefore, plaintiff s' complai nt is time barred, and

Intermo untain Anesthe sia is entitled to judgme nt as a matter of law.
·
The plaintiffs could have protecte d the statute of limitations against Intermountain
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a

to

simultane ous

requestin g a prelitigat ion screening
it is

commenc e an

a

to

must

proceedin gs, in order to prevent the statute of limitation s from running. See l\Joss v. Bjornson,
115 Idaho 165, 765 P.2d 676 (1988). In Moss, the issue was whether the dismissal of a court
action is mandated where a medical malpracti ce complain t is filed prior to a request for a
prelitigat ion screening panel. 115 Idaho at 166, 765 P.2d at 677. The Idaho Supreme Court held
that a party allegedly harmed by medical malpracti ce could commenc e a civil lawsuit before
filing a request for a prelitigat ion screening panel. Id. The Court specifical ly noted that Idaho
Code § 6-1001 does not mandate the dismissal of a medical malpracti ce lawsuit because it is
filed before the commenc ement of the prelitigat ion hearing panel proceedin gs. Id. Rather, Idaho
Code § 6-1001 must be read in conjuncti on with I.C. § 6-1006, which authorize s the district
court to stay civil proceedin gs until the prelitigat ion screening panel renders its advisory opinion.

Id. at 166-67, 765 P.2d at 678. As a result, while filing a request for screening panel is a
condition preceden t to proceedin g with district court litigation, it is not a condition preceden t to
filing an action in order to toll the statute of limitations. Id. at 167, 765 P.2d at 678.
In the instant matter, plaintiffs were free, under the holding of Moss, to commenc e their
action in district court against Intermou ntain Anesthe sia-as well as Dr. Murphy -prior to the
running of the two (2) year statute of limitation s on June 25, 2006, and for the purpose of
stopping the statute of limitation s period from running. Had that been the case, it would have
been appropria te for the district court to enter a stay in the civil lawsuit until the prelitigation
screening panel rendered its opinions concernin g plaintiff Strong's and plaintiff Hawk's claims
against Dr. Murphy. Thereafte r, plaintiffs would have been free to pursue their claims against
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115 Idaho at 1

statute

satisfied

period provided for by Idaho Code §

at 678.

19(4).

As it stands, however, plaintiffs failed to commenc e their action against Intermou ntain
Anesthes ia within the period required by Idaho law. They did not commenc e an action against
Intermou ntain Anesthes ia until the filing of their Complain t on Decembe r 20, 2006.
Conseque ntly, it is clear that plaintiffs ' complain t against Intermou ntain Anesthes ia in this case
is time-barr ed and must, therefore, be dismissed .
3. Summary Judgmen t Against Brian Hawk
As set forth above, Intermou ntain Anesthes ia is entitled to summary judgmen t against
both Brian Hawk and Thomas Strong.

Additiona lly, both Dr. Murphy and Intermou ntain

Anesthes ia are entitled to summary judgmen t against Brian Hawk based on the doctrine of
judicial estoppel. In general, judicial estoppel precludes a party from gaining an advantag e by
taking one position in a legal proceedin g, and then seeking a second advantag e by taking an
incompat ible position in a second proceedin g. A&J Construction Co., Inc. v. Wood, 141 Idaho

682 (2005). In the A&J Construction matter, the parties entered into a joint venture in 1979 to
purchase some real property. Id. at 682. In 1991, A&J filed for bankrupt cy, but did not list the
joint venture, or the real property, as an asset. Id. at 682. After filing for bankrupt cy A&J filed an
action against Wood for an accountin g related to the property and for unjust enrichment. Id. at
682. Wood argued that judicial estoppel precluded A&J from prosecuti ng the civil action after
failing to disclose the joint venture or real property in the bankrupt cy proceedin gs. Id. at 683.
The district court granted the motion for summary judgmen t based on judicial estoppel, and the
Idaho Supreme Court upheld that decision. Id at 686.
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doctrine of
a

a

an inconsistent

is a bankruptcy proceeding,

Supreme

Farm
Court took guidance from the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals decision of Hamilton v. State
Fire & Cas. Co., 270 F3d 778 (9th Cir. 2001 ), citing the following:
In the bankruptcy context, a party is judicially estopped from asserting a
cause of action not raised in a reorganization plan or otherwise mentioned in the
debtor's schedules or disclosure statements. Hay v. First Interstate Bank of
Kalispell, NA., 978 F.2d 555, 557 (9th Cir. 1992) (failure to give notice of a
potential cause of action in bankruptcy schedules and Disclosure Statements
estops the debtor from prosecuting that cause of action); In re Coastal Plains, 179
F.3d 197, 208 (5th Cir. 1999), cert. denied, 528 U.S. 1117, 120 S.Ct. 936, 145
L.Ed.2d 814 (2000) (holding that a debtor is barred from bringing claims not
disclosed in its bankruptcy schedules); Payless Wholesale Distributors, Inc. v
Alberto Culver (P.R.), Inc., 989 F.2d 570, 572 (1st Cir.), cert. denied, 510 U.S.
931, 114 S.Ct. 344, 126 L.Ed.2d 309 (1993) (debtor who obtained relief on the
representation that no claims existed cannot resurrect such claims and obtain
relief on the opposite basis); Oneida Motor Freight, Inc. v. United Jersey Bank,
848 F.2d 414, 419 (3rd Cir.), cert. denied, 488 U.S. 967, 109 S.Ct. 495, 102
L.Ed.2d 532 (1988) (debtor's failure to list potential claims against a creditor
'worked in opposition to preservation of the integrity of the system which the
doctrine of judicial estoppel seeks to protect,' and debtor is estopped by reason of
such failure to disclose).
The rationale for ... decisions invoking judicial estoppel to prevent a party
who failed to disclose a claim in bankruptcy proceedings from asserting that claim
after emerging from bankruptcy is that the integrity of the bankruptcy system
depends on full and honest disclosure by debtors of all of their assets. The courts
will not permit a debtor to obtain relief from the bankruptcy court by representing
that no claims exist and then subsequently to assert those claims for his own
benefit in a separate proceeding. The interests of both the creditors, who plan
their actions in bankruptcy proceedings on the basis of information supplied by
the disclosure statements, and the bankruptcy court, which must decide whether
to approve the plan of reorganization on the same basis, are impaired when the
disclosure provide d by the debtor is incomplete.

A&J Construction Co., Inc. v. Wood, 141 Idaho 682 (2005) (emphasis in the original).
The A&J Construction court further noted that the duty to disclose all assets and
potential assets continues after the initial filing, since a debtor is required to amend his or
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statements

circumstances change, and noted with approval the holding
will be

to know

a potential cause

debtor

when
action exits

bankruptcy, but fails to amend his schedules or disclosure statements to identify the cause
of action as a contingent asset." A&J Construction Co., Inc. v. Wood, 141 Idaho 682
(2005).
Brian Hawk filed a request for prelitigation screening panel hearing asserting a
claim for medical malpractice against Dr. Murphy on May 24, 2006, approximately four
and one-half months prior to filing his bankruptcy petition on October 9, 2006. He filed
this civil action on December 20, 2006, approximately two and one-half months after
filing his bankruptcy petition. There can be no reasonable doubt that Brian Hawk knew
of his potential cause of action against Dr. Murphy prior to filing for bankruptcy, and
y
undoubtedly knew of his actual cause of action against Dr. Murphy during the pendenc
of the bankruptcy proceedings, yet failed to amend his disclosure statements, or schedule
of assets, to include the cause of action as a contingent asset. Pursuant to the Idaho
Supreme Court's decision in A&J Construction, the doctrine of judicial estoppel
precludes Brian Hawk from attempting to prosecute his claim against Dr. Murphy after
failing to disclose it in the bankruptcy proceeding.

Accordingly, Dr. Murphy and

Intermountain Anesthesia are entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw.
IV. CONCLUSION

Based upon the foregoing, defendants respectfully request that this court dismiss
l,
plaintiffs' complaint for failure to prosecute, or as an additional or alternative basis for dismissa
untain
grant defendants' motion for summary judgment as to plaintiffs' claims against Intermo
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HALL, FARLEY, OBERREC HT &
BLANTON , P.A
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n - Of the Firm
Kevin J. Sc
Attorneys for Defendants
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CERTIFIC ATE OF SERVICE
1 I caused to be served a true
of June,
on the
DEFENDA NTS' MEMORA NDUM IN SUPPORT MOTION TO
DISMISS FOR FAILURE TO PROSECUTE, OR ALTERNATIVELY, MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the
following:
Lowell N. Hawkes
Ryan S. Lewis
Lowell N. Hawkes, Chartered
13 22 East Center
Pocatello, ID 83201
Facsimile (208) 235-4200

~ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

D
D
D

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy
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!SB #552 ;

FARLEY,
702 West Idaho, Suite 700
Post Office Box 1271
Boise, Idaho 83701
(208) 395-8500
Telephone:
(208) 395-8585
Facsimile:
\\store\archive\Closed Files\3\3-235.8\Stay & Dismiss NOH.doc

Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE
THOMAS L. STRONG, and BRIAN K.
HAWK,
Plaintiffs,
VS.

INTERMOUNTAIN ANESTHESIA, P.A. and
MARCUS E. MURPHY, M.D.,

Case No. CV 06-7149

NOTICE OF HEARING RE:
MOTION TO LIFT STAY and
MOTION TO DISMISS FOR
FAILURE TO PROSECUTE, OR
ALTERNATIVELY, MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the defendants, by and through their
attorneys of record, Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., will bring on for hearing

DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO LIFT STAY and MOTION TO DISMISS FOR FAILURE
TO PROSECUTE, OR ALTERNATIVELY, MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
before the above-entitled Court on August 11, 2010, at 9:00 a.rn. at the Bonneville County
District Court in Idaho Falls, Idaho, before the Honorable Joel Tingey.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Lowell N. Hawkes
Ryan S. Lewis
Lowell N. Hawkes, Chartered
1322 East Center
Pocatello, ID 83201
Facsimile (208) 235-4200

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy
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STRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDI IAL DISTRICT OF THE

IN THE

!O

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE

THOMAS L. STRONG and BRIAN K. )
)
)
)
)
)

HAWK,

Plaintiffs ,
vs.

ORDER FOR
SELF DISQUALIFICATION
Case No. CV-06 7149

)
)

INTERMOUNTAIN ANESTHESIA, PA
And MARCUS E. MURPHY, M.D.,

)
)
)

Defendant s.

The Court having disqualifi ed himself in the above-ent itled
case and good cause appearing therefore;
IT

IS

HEREBY

ORDERED

that

the

undersigne d

District

Judge

deems himself disqualifi ed from further proceedin gs in the above
entitled matter and the Trial Court Administr ator for the Seventh
Judicial District, State of Idaho, shall appoint a qualified judge
to preside in the action.
Dated this

day of

ORDER OF SELF DISQUALIFICATION

0

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I

certi

on the

of

, 2010, that I

a true and correct
to
RONALD LONGMORE

Lowell N. Hawkes
Ryan S. Lewis
1322 E. Center
Pocatello 1 ID 83201
chard E. Hall
Kevin J. Scanlan
PO Box 1271
se, ID 83701

ORDER OF SELF DISQUALIFICATION

1

IN
STATE

IN AND

THOMAS L. STRONG, ETAL. ,
Plaintiff,
vs.
INTERMOUNT AIN ANESTHESIA, P.A.,
ETAL.,
Defendant

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2006-0007149
ORDER OF ASSIGNMENT

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-entitled case is referred to the Honorable Jon J.
Shindurling for further proceedings.
DONE AND DATED July 9th, 2010.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on July 9th, 20 I 0, I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Order of
Assignment t to the following by mailing, with correct postage thereon, by facsimile transmission, by delivery to the
attorney's courthouse box, or by causing the same to be hand delivered.

Honorable Jon J. Shindurling

Lowell N. Hawkes
1322 E Center
Pocatello ID 8320 I

Kevin J. Scanlan
P.O. Box 1271
Boise ID 83701

Clerk of Court I Civil Office

l'!l Courthouse Box

DUS Mail

DFAX

D Hand Delivery

D Courthouse Box
DFAX

D Courthouse Box
DFAX

~US Mail
D Hand Delivery

US Mail
D Hand Delivery

Hand Delivery

Beckie Huntsman, Administrative Assistant

ORDER OF ASSIGNMENT

212

ISB #1253; reh@hallfarley.com
ISB #5521, kjs@hallfarley.com

FARLEY,
702 West Idaho, Suite 700
Post Office Box 1271
Boise, Idaho 83701
(208) 395-8500
Telephone:
395-8585
(208)
Facsimile:

&

V:IClosed Files\313-235.8\Stay - Proposed Order.doc

Attorneys for Defendants
THE
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE
THOMAS L. STRONG, and BRIAN K.
HAWK,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV 06-7149
ORDE R LIFTING STAY

vs.
INTERMOUNTAIN ANESTHESIA, P.A. and
MARCUS E. MURPHY, M.D.,
Defendants.
Motion to
This matter having come before the Court on the above-named defendants'
therefor;
Lift Stay, and the Court being fully apprised therein and good cause appearing
entered in
IT IS HEREB Y ORDERED AND THIS COUR T DOES ORDER that Stay
this matter on March 7, J007 is lifted.
J1..'I
/{j
DATED t h i s ~ day of.Ju~ 2010.

13
ORDER LIFTIN G ST AY - l

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
that on
ORDER LIFTING

Lowell N. Hawkes
Ryan S. Lewis
Lowell N. Hawkes, Chartered
13 22 East Center
Pocatello, ID 83201
Facsimile (208) 235-4200

fil
D
D
D

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

Richard E. Hall
Kevin J. Scanlan
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A.
702 West Idaho, Suite 700
Post Office Box 1271
Boise, Idaho 83701

lli
D
D
D

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

ORDER LIFTING STAY - 2
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.JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STA
ND FOR THE COUNTY OF BON
605 NORTH CAPITAL AVE.
IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO 83402

Thomas L.

'JF IDAHO
:,,E

etal.

Intermountain Anesthesia, P.A., etal.

49

)

Case No:

)
)

NOTICE OF HEARING

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is set for:

Tuesday, September 07, 2010 at 11 :30 AM
Jon J. Shindurling

Motion:
Judge:
Courtroom:

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by the Court and on file in
this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on Friday, July 16, 2010.

KEVIN J. SCANLAN
P.O. BOX 1271
702 WEST IDAHO, SUITE 700
BOISE ID 83701
X

Mailed

Hand Delivered

Fax

Courthouse Box

LOWELL N. HAWKES
1322 E CENTER
POCATELLO ID 83201
X

Mailed

Hand Delivered

Fax
Courthouse Box
Dated: Friday, July 16, 2010
RONALD LONGMORE
Clerk of the District Court
By:

i·~tl

(JI',?

Deputy Clerk

l.( btJ t"iA I
·

DOC22cvl 11/03

NOTICE OF HEARING

5

E
STAT E OF IDAH O, IN AND FOR THE COUN TY OF BONN EVILL
0

)
)
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
-vs.)
INTER MOUN TAIN ANES THES IA, P.A., )
)
ct~
)
Defen dants.

THOM AS L. STRO NG, et al,

Case No. CV-20 06-714 9
MINU TE ENTR Y

ute or in the
On Septem ber 7, 2010, at 11 :30 AM a Motio n for Failur e to Prosec
before the Honor able Jon J.
Alternative, a Motio n for Summ ary Judgm ent came on for hearin g
Shindurling, Distric t Judge, sitting in open court at Idaho Falls, Idaho.
y Court Clerk, were
Ms. Nancy Marlo w, Court Repor ter, and Ms. Grace Walter s, Deput
present.
Mr. Lowel l Hawk es appear ed on behalf of the plaintiff.
Mr. Kevin Scanla n appear ed on behalf of the defendant.
tood this was a status
Mr. Hawk es spoke to the Court and inform ed the Court he unders
case at this time.
conference, as he did not know if the Bankr uptcy Court release d the
this case be dismissed.
Mr. Scanla n remin ded the Court, the stay was lifted, and reques ted
ing to the
The Court discus sed the case with the parties and inform ed them accord
PACE R report, the bankru ptcy case was closed on May 15, 2008.

MINUTE ENTRY -1

case was an asset

to

federal law.
The Court ordered the stay lifted.
Mr. Hawkes asserted his concern over the claim of the bankruptcy case as an asset.
Mr. Scanlan opposed the time, as the asset was not disclosed, efforts were made for two
years since the bankruptcy was closed to push this case forward, and there was no effort on the
part of the plaintiffs. The case is four years old, witnesses have left the jurisdiction, and the Court
should evaluate the case and make a determination.
The Court will give Mr. Hawkes until November 1, 2010 at 9:30 AM to check on the
status of the bankruptcy case.
Court was thus adjourned.

c: Lowell Hawkes
Kevin Scanlan

MINUTE ENTRY - 2

TlJDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STA
.D FOR THE COUNTY OF BONN
605 NORTH CAPITAL AVK
IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO 83402

"'TS IDAHO
E

etaL

Thomas

Case No:

Intermou ntain Anesthes ia, P.A., etal.

NOTICE OF HEARI NG

)
)

NOTIC E IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-en titled case is set for:
Monday, Novemb er 01, 2010 at 09:30 AM
Jon J. Shindurl ing

Motion:
Judge:
Courtroo m:

entered by the Court and on file in
I hereby certify that the foregoin g is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing
, Septemb er 07, 2010.
Tuesday
on
this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows

KEVIN J. SCANLA N
P.O. BOX 1271
702 WEST IDAHO, SUITE 700
BOISE ID 83701
Mailed

Hand Delivere d

Courthou se Box

Fax

Courthou se Box

Fax

LOWEL L N. HAWKE S
1322 E CENTER
POCAT ELLO ID 83201
Mailed

Hand Delivere d

Dated: Tuesday , Septemb er 07, 2010
RONAL D LONGM ORE
Clerk of the District Court
By:

o·
R Lt b o:t~ q
ctllfic

Deputy Clerk

DOC22cv I 11/03
D0C22cv l 11/03

NOTICE OF HEARING

322 East Center
Pocatello, Idaho 83201
Telephone: (208) 235-1600
FAX: (208) 23 5-4200
Attorneys/or Plaintift5

IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
BONNEVILLE COUNTY, IDAHO
The Honorable Jon J. Shindurling

THOMAS L. STRONG and
BRIAN K. HAWK,

Plaintifjs,

)
)
)
)

)
)

vs.

)
)

INTERMOUNTAIN ANESTHESIA, P.A.
AND MARCUS E. MURPHY, M.D.,

)
)
)

Defendants.

Case No. CV-06-7149
NOTICE OF TAKING
DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM
OF DEFENDANT
MARCUS E. MURPHY, M.D.

)
)

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Plaintiffs will take the deposition of
Defendant Nlarcus E. Murphy, M.D. on Thursday, September 16, 20 i O at l: 15 p.m. at the
law offices of Curtis & Porter, P.A., 598 N. Capital Avenue, Idaho Falls, Idaho.
The witness is further commanded to bring with him any notes or
memoranda relative to either of the Plaintiffs herein.

NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF DEFENDANT
MARCUS E. MURPHY, M.D. - Page 1
el al
& Hawk v, lntermountain

1

10.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that on this

7th

day of September, 20 IO I faxed a copy of the

foregoing to Kevin J. Scanlan and Richard E. Hall of Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton,
P.A., 702 West Idaho, Suite 700, Boise, Idaho 8370 I, FAX 208-395-8585.

NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF DEFENDANT
MARCUS E. MURPHY, M.D. - Page 2

& Hawk

!ntermountain

et al

1

S. Lewis
LOWELL N.
13 22 East Center
Pocatello, Idaho 8320 l
Telephone: (208) 235-1600
FAX: (208) 235-4200
Attorneys/or Plaintiffs

IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
BONNEVILLE COUNTY, IDAHO
The Honorable Jon J. Shindurling

THOMAS L STRONG and
BRIAN K. HA WK,

)
)
)
)

Plaintiffs,

)
)
)

vs.

)

INTERMOUNTAIN ANESTHESIA, P.A.
AND MARCUS E. MURPHY, M.D.,
Defendants.

~
)
)
)

Case No. CV-06-7149
NOTICE OF TAKING
DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM
OF DEFENDANT
INTERMOUNTAIN
ANESTHESIA, P.A.
PURSUANT TO RULE 30(b){6)

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that pursuant to Rule 30(b)(6), Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure, Plaintiffs will take the deposition of Defendant lntermountain

Anesthesia, P.A. on Thursday, September 16, 2010 at 9:00 a.m. at the law offices of
Curtis & Porter, P.A., 598 N. Capital Avenue, Idaho Falls, Idaho.
Areas of Examination

Areas on which the examination is requested will include the following:
( a) The factual basis of any denials in the Answer;
NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF DEFENDANT
INTERMOUNTAIN ANESTHESIA, P.A. PURSUANT TO RULE 30(b)(6) et al
Strong & Hawk v. lntermountain

Page 1

0

m

( d) The professional credentials of employees of the entity; and
(e) The entity's procedure and policy records.

Duces Tecum Deposition
YOU ARE FURTHER COMMANDED TO BRING with you the
supporting documents described in the "Areas of Examination" above.

Selection of Representatives
The corporation or organization noticed for a Rule 30(b)(6) deposition must
select an individual or individuals who can testify to the areas specified in the Notice.
Poole v. Textron, Inc., 192 F.R.D. 494 (D.Md.2000) (a corporation should make a
"diligent inquiry" to determine the individual(s) best suited to testify). The designated
representative must testify to all matters known or reasonably available to the corporation,
which may necessitate some gathering of documents and information and having the
individual review and become familiar with the documents and information. Medial
Services Group, Inc. v. Lesso, Inc., 45 F.Supp.2d 1237 (D.Kan.1999); Poole v. Textron,
Inc., 192 F.R.D. 494 (D.Md.2000); Alexander v. Federal Bureau of Investigation, 186
F.R.D. 148 (D.D.C.1999) (listing 5 obligations of recipient of a Rule 30(b)(6) notice).
The representative does not have to be an officer or director of the
organization, and does not even need to be employed by the organization. Regardless of
the status of the representative, however, the organization will be bound by the
representative's testimony and must prepare the representative to testify as to the
organization's collective knowledge and information. Corporation counsel can be
selected as the designated corporate representative. In re Pioneer Hi-Bred Intern., Inc.,
238 F.3d 1370, 1376 (Fed.Cir. 2001) (addressing the attorney client privilege issues when
counsel is designated as the corporate representative).

NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF DEFENDANT
INTERMOUNTAIN ANESTHESIA, P.A. PURSUANT TO RULE 30(b)(6) el al
Strong & Hawk v. !ntermountain

Page 2

Duty to Prepare
cannot
as to
information on the matters requested, then the entity has a duty to gather the information
and prepare the representative so that the representative can give complete,
knowledgeable, and binding testimony. Black Horse Lane Assoc., L.P. v. Dow ChemJcal
Corp., 228 F.3d 275, 300 (3d Cir. 2000). Failure to adequately prepare the representative
can result in sanctions. Black Horse Lane Assoc., L.P. v. Dow Che,nical Corp., 228 F.3d
275, 301-05 (3d Cir. 2000).
Sanctions Against Entity

If the designated officer, director, or managing agent fails to appear for a
deposition, the entity is subject to sanctions. Likewise, if an entity provides witnesses
who cannot answer questions listed in the Notice of Deposition, the entity has failed to
comply with its obligations under the Rule and may be subject to sanctions. Reilly v.
NatWest Market Group Inc., 181 F .3d 253 (2d Cir. 1999) (corporation precluded from
offering testimony from witnesses not designated in response to Rule 30(b)(6) Notice);
King v. Pratt & Whitney, 161 F.R.D. 475 (S.D. Fla. 1995).
DATED this 7111 day of September 2010.
LOWELL N. HAWKES, CHARTERED

NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF DEFENDANT
INTERMOUNTAIN ANESTHESIA, P.A. PURSUANT TO RULE 30(b)(6) Strong & Hawk !ntermountain Anesthesia, et al

Page 3

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I

on

day of September, 20 IO I faxed a

0

foregoing to Kevin J. Scanlan and Richard E. Hall of Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton,
P.A., 702 West Idaho, Suite 700, Boise, Idaho 83701, FAX 208-395-8585.

NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF DEFENDANT
INTERMOUNTAIN ANESTHESIA, P.A. PURSUANT TO RULE 30(b)(6) & Hawk v. lntermountain Anesthesia, et al

Page 4

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE

THOMAS L. STRONG, et al,

)

C

)

Plaintiffs,

)
)

)
)
INTERMOUNTAIN ANESTHESIA, P.A., )
)
et al,
)
Defendants.
-vs.-

Case No. CV-2006-7149
AMENDED
MINUTE ENTRY

-

On September 7, 2010, at 11 :30 AM a Motion for Failure to Prosecute or in the
Alternative, a Motion for Summary Judgment came on for hearing before the Honorable Jon J.
Shindurling, District Judge, sitting in open court at Idaho Falls, Idaho.
Ms. Nancy Marlow, Court Reporter, and Ms. Grace Walters, Deputy Court Clerk, were
present.
Mr. Lowell Hawkes appeared on behalf of the plaintiff
Mr. Kevin Scanlan appeared on behalf of the defendant.
Mr. Hawkes spoke to the Court and informed the Court he understood this was a status
conference, as he did not know if the Bankruptcy Court released the case at this time.
Mr. Scanlan reminded the Court, the stay was lifted, and requested this case be dismissed.
The Court discussed the case with the parties and informed them according to the
PACER report, the bankruptcy case was closed on May 15, 2008.

MINUTE ENTRY l

4

case was an asset of the

to

federal law.
The Court ordered the stay lifted.
Mr. Hawkes asserted his concern over the claim of the bankruptcy case as an asset.
Mr. Scanlan opposed the time, as the asset was not disclosed, efforts were made for two
years since the banhuptcy was closed to push this case forward, and there was no effort on the
part of the plaintiffs. The case is four years old, witnesses have left the jurisdiction, and the Court
should evaluate the case and make a determination.
The Court set the Motion hearing on November 1, 2010 at 9:30 AM.
Court was thus adjourned.

JON '. SH DURLING
District ~udge
c: Lowell Hawkes
Kevin Scanlan

MINUTE ENTRY 2

S. Lewis
N.

3 22 East Center

Pocatello, Idaho 8320 I
Telephone: (208) 235-1600
FAX: (208) 235-4200
Attorneys/or Plaintiffs

IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
BONNEVILLE COUNTY, IDAHO
The Honorable Jon J. Shindurling

THOMAS L. STRONG and
BRIAN K. HAWK,

)
)
)

)
)
)

Plaintiffs,

vs.

)

)

INTERMOUNTAIN ANESTHESIA, P.A.
AND MARCUS E. MURPHY, M.D.,

)
)
)
)
)

Defendants.

Case No. CV-06-7149
AMENDED
NOTICE OF TAKING
DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM
OF DEFENDANT
INTERMOUNTAIN
ANESTHESIA, P.A.
PURSUANT TO RULE 30(b)(6)

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that pursuant to Rule 30(b)(6), Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure, Plaintiffs will take the deposition of Defendant Intermountain

Anesthesia, P.A. on Wednesday, September 29, 2010 at l :00 p.m. at the ofiices of T&T
Reporting, 525 Park Avenue, Suite lE, Idaho Falls, Idaho.
Areas of Examination
Areas on which the examination is requested will include the following:
(a) The factual basis of any denials in the Answer;
AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF DEFENDANT
INTERMOUNTAIN ANESTHESIA, P.A. PURSUANT TO RULE 30(b)(6) - Page 1

Strong & Hawk v. lntermountain Anesthesia, et al
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111

( d) The professional credentials of employees of the entity; and
(e) The entity's procedure and policy records.
Duces Tecum Deposition

YOU ARE FURTHER COMMAN DED TO BRING with you the
supporting documents described in the "Areas of Examination" above.
Selection of Representatives

The corporation or organization noticed for a Rule 3O(b )( 6) deposition must
select an individual or individuals who can testify to the areas specified in the Notice.
Poole v. Textron, Inc., 192 F.R.D. 494 (D.Md.2000) (a corporation should make a
"diligent inquiry" to determine the individual(s) best suited to testify). The designated
representative must testify to all matters known or reasonably available to the corporation,
which may necessitate some gathering of documents and information and having the
individual review and become familiar with the documents and information. Medial
Services Group, Inc. v. Lesso, Inc., 45 F.Supp.2d 1237 (D.Kan.1999); Poole v. Textron,
Inc., 192 F.R.D. 494 (D.Md.2000); Alexander v. Federal Bureau of Investigation, 186
F.R.D. 148 (D.D.C.1999) (listing 5 obligations of recipient of a Rule 30(b)(6) notice).
The representative does not have to be an officer or director of the
organization, and does not even need to be employed by the organization. Regardless of
the status of the representative, however, the organization will be bound by the
representa tive's testimony and must prepare the representative to testify as to the
organizati on's collective knowledge and information. Corporation counsel can be
selected as the designated corporate representative. In re Pioneer Hi-Bred Intern., Inc.,
238 F.3d 1370, 1376 (Fed.Cir. 2001) (addressing the attorney client privilege issues when
counsel is designated as the corporate representative).

AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITI ON DUCES TECUM OF DEFENDA NT
INTERMO UNTAIN ANESTHE SIA, P.A. PURSUAN T TO RULE 30(b)(6) - Page 2
Strong & Hawk v. !ntermountain Anesthesia, et al

6

as to
cannot
"~""-'" on the matters requested, then the entity has a duty to gather the information
and prepare the representative so that the representative can give complete,
knowledgeable, and binding testimony. Black Horse Lane Assoc., L.P. v. Dow Chemical
Corp., 228 F.3d 275, 300 (3d Cir. 2000). Failure to adequately prepare the representative
can result in sanctions. Black Horse Lane Assoc., L.P. v. Dow Chemical Corp., 228 F.3d
275, 301-05 (3d Cir. 2000).

Sanctions Against Entity
If the designated officer, director, or managing agent fails to appear for a
deposition, the entity is subject to sanctions. Likewise, if an entity provides witnesses
who cannot answer questions listed in the Notice of Deposition, the entity has failed to
comply with its obligations under the Rule and may be subject to sanctions. Reilly v.
NatWest Market Group Inc., 181 F.3d 253 (2d Cir. 1999) (corporation precluded from
offering testimony from witnesses not designated in response to Rule 30(b )(6) Notice);
Kingv. Pratt& Whitney, 161 F.R.D. 475 (S.D. Fla. 1995).
DATED this 22 d day of September 2010.
11

LOWELL N. HAWKES,

CHARTERED

AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF DEFENDANT
INTERMOUNTAIN ANESTHESIA, P.A. PURSUANT TO RULE 30(b)(6) - Page 3
et al
Strong & Hawk v. Intermountain

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I

on

day

September, 2010 I

a

foregoing to Kevin J. Scanlan and Richard E. Hall of Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton,
P.A., 702 West Idaho, Suite 700, Boise, Idaho 83701, FAX 208-395-8585.

~nk~
LOWELL N. HAWKES

AMENDED NOTICE Of TAKING DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM Of DEFENDANT
INTERMOUNTAIN ANESTHESIA, P.A. PURSUANT TO RULE 30(b)(6) - Page 4

& Hawk v, Intermountain Anesthesia, et al

East Center
Pocatello, Idaho 8320 I
Telephone: (208) 235-1600
FAX: (208) 23 5-4200
for Plaintiffs

IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
BONNEVILLE COUNTY, IDAHO
The Honorable Jon J. Shindurling

THOMAS L STRONG and
BRIAN K. HAWK,
Plaintiffs,

vs.
INTERMOUNTAIN ANESTHESIA, P.A.
AND MARCUS E. MURPHY, M.D.,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)

Case No. CV-06-7149
AMENDED
NOTICE OF TAKING
DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM
OF DEFENDANT
MARCUS E. MURPHY, M.D.

)
)

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Plaintiffs will take the deposition of
Defendant Marcus E. Murphy, M.D. on \Vednesday, September 29, 2010 at 2:00 p.m. at
the offices ofT&T Reporting, 525 Park Avenue, Suite lE, Idaho Falls, Idaho.
The witness is further commanded to bring with him any notes or
memoranda relative to either of the Plaintiffs herein.

AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF DEFENDANT
MARCUS E. MURPHY, M.D. - Page 1
et al
& Hawk v, Jntermountain

9

September

~~4-~
~N.HAW KES

CERTIFICAT E OF SERVICE
I certify that on this 22 11 d day of September, 2010 I faxed a copy of the
foregoing to Kevin J. Scanlan and Richard E. Hall of Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton,

P.A., 702 Westldaho, Suite 700, Boise, Idaho 83701, FAX 208-395-8585.

AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF DEFENDANT
MARCUS E. MURPHY, M.D. - Page 2

Strong & Hawk v. !mermountain Anesthesia, et al
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09/28 2010 11:19 FAX 2083958 585

!41002

HALLFARLEY

ISB # 1253; reh@hallfarley.com

l SCANL AN
lSB #552 l; kjs@hallfarley.com

HALL, FARLE Y, OBERR ECHT & BLANT ON, P.A.
702 West Idaho, Suite 700
Post Office Box 1271
Boise, Idaho 83701
(208) 395-850 0
Telephone:
(208) 395-8585
Facsimile:
W·\3\3-235 8\PLEADfNGS\NODDT - Objection to Amended Notice.doc

Attorneys for Defenda nts

IN THE DISTRI CT COURT OF THE SEVEN TH JUDICI AL DISTRI CT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO , IN AND FOR THE COUNT Y OF BONNE VILLE
THOMA S L. STRON G, and BRIAN K.
HAWK,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
INTERM OUNTA IN ANEST HESIA, P.A. and
MARCU S E. MURPH Y, M.D.,

Case No. CV 06-7149

DEFENDANT INTERMOUNTAIN
ANESTHESIA, P.A. 'S OBJECTION
TO PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED
NOTICE OFT AKING DEPOSITION
DUCES TECUM

Defendants.
of
COMES NOW Defenda nt Intermountain Anesthesia, P.A., by and through its counsel
Amended
record, Hall, Farley, Oberrec ht & Blanton, P.A., and hereby objects to Plaintiffs'
tion of
Notice of Taking Deposit ion Duces Tecum, and particularly the request for examina
documents,
documents. Intermo untain Anesthesia, P.A. objects to the request for examination of
with
and each of them, on the grounds that they are vague, overbroad, and do not describe
P.A. further .
reasonab le particularity the documents to be produced. Interrnountain Anesthesia,
are
objects to the request for examina tion of docume nts on the grounds that the requests
calculated
burdens ome, not related to any material issue in this litigation, and are not reasonably

AMENDED
DEFENDANT INTERMOUNTAIN ANESTHESIA, PA'S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFFS'
l
•
TECUM
NOTICE OFT AKING DEPOSITION DUCES

31

09/28/2010 11:20 FAX 2083958585

14] 004

HALLFARLEY

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I

on

£

day

September, 201

I "'"'"'"''"'"' to

a

true copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT INTERMOUNTAIN ANESTHESIA, P.A.'S

OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION
DUCES TECUM, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:

Lowell N. Hawkes
Ryan S. Lewis
Lowell N. Hawkes, Chartered
1322 East Center
Pocatello, ID 83201
Facsimile (208) 235-4200

D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Mail
,8' Telecopy

DEFENDANT INTERMOUNTAIN ANESTHESIA, PA'S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED
NOTICE OFT AKING DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM - 3

.28 FAX 208 395 8585

--

-·

HALL FARLEY

14100 2/006

--- --- --- ---

214

208529 ]0:2'1

!SB #552 l.; kjs@haHfarley.com

HALL , FARL EY, OBER RECH T & BLAN TON, P.A.
702 West Idaho, Suit.e 700
Post Office Box 1271
Boise, Idaho 83701
(208) 395-8500
Telephone:
(208) 395-8585
Facsimile:
W:\3\3-235.8\PU:AOINGS\Dismi!i.S-Afl'.-Morphy.doc

Attor neys for Defen dants
I

ClAL DIST RICT OF TI{E
IN THE DIST RICT COU RT OF THE SEVE NTH illDI
/

BONNEVILLE
STATE OF IDAH O, IN AND FOR THE COU NTY OF
THO MAS L. STRO NG, and BRIA N K.
HAW K,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
INTE RMO UNT AIN ANES TIIBS IA, P.A. and

MARCUS E. MURPHY, M.D .•

Defen dants .

I

Case No. CV 06-7149

I

AFFI DAV IT OF MAR CUS E.
MUR PHY , M.D. IN SUPPOR'fi OF
SUPP LEM ENT AL MEM ORA tffiU M
IN SUPP ORT OF DEFE NDA NTS'
MOT ION TO DISM ISS FOR
FAIL URE TO PRO SECU TE, UR
ALT ERN ATIV ELY , MOT ION' FOR
SUMMARY JUD GME I'ff

L

)
) ss.
Coun ty of _ _ _ _ _ _)
STAT E OF IDAH O

oath, depos es and states :
Marc us E. Murp hy, M.D. , being first duly sworn upon
1.

matter_
individually name d Defen dant in the above refere nced

2herein .

i

thesia , P .A-, as well as an
I am a share holde r and emplo yee of Interm ounta in Anes
I

I

f of the mattf rs stated
l make this Affida.rit on my personal knowledge and beJie
I

}_

Brain Murp hy procedures
In June 2006, at the time of the Ibom as Strong and
'

I

RT OF SUPPL EMEN TAL MEMO RAND UM rN
AFFlD AVIT OF MARC US E. MURP HY, M.D. lN SUPPO
'
FOR FA!LUR E 1D PROS ECUT E, OR
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6a.m.
2085297021

are
was a
4,

Robert Hague, CRNA, provided the anesthesia csre to Brian Hawk d~g the
i

second half of his surgical procedure, from approximately 6:02 p.m. until 7:32 lp.m., as

documented on the Anesthesia Record.

5.

i

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the Anesthesi ~I Record

I

for Brian Hawk.
6.

Robert Hague died on June I 1, 2009.

FURTIIE R YOUR AFFIANT SAYEilI NAUGHT.

SlJBSCR IBED and SWORN to before me this

!

IN
AFFlDA VJT OF MARCUS E. MURPHY. M.D. IN SUPPORT OF SUPPLEM ENTAL MEMORA NDUM1
OR
'E,
PROSECITT
TO
FAILURE
FOR
DISMISS
TO
SUPPORT OF DEFENDA NTS' MOTION
ALTERNATIVELY, MOTION fOR SUMMARY JUDGMEN T -2
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CUS E. MURPHY, M.D. IN SUPPORT
true copy of the foreg oing AFFIDAVIT OF MAR
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POR T OF DEFENDANTS' MOT ION
OF SUP PLE MEN TAL :MEMORANDUM 1N SUP
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ERN
,
, OR ALT
TO DISMISS FOR FAIL URE TO PROSECUTE
ated below , and addre ssed to edch of the
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FOR SUM:M.ARY JUDGMENT, by the method iodic
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following:

Lowell N. Haw kes
Ryao S. Lewi s
Lowe ll N. Hawk es, Chartered
13 22 East Cent er
Pocatello, ID 83201
Facsi mile (208) 235- 4200

D
D

U.S. Mail, Posta ge Prepa id
Hand Deliv ered
0 Ovem ight Mail
~ Telec opy

I
I

SUPPORT OF SUPPLEMENTAL MEM ORA ND~ IN
AFFIDAVlT OF MARCUS E. MURPHY. M.D. IN
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HALL, FARLEY, OBER RECH T & BLANTON,
Suite

1 1
Boise, Idaho 83701-1

FACS IMIL E COVE R SHEE T
Octob er 4, 2010

CONF IDEN TIAL COM MUN ICAT ION

TO:

FAX: 208-52 9-1300

Bonnev ille County Clerk
Clerk of the Court

208-23 5-4200

Lowell Hawke s
Attorne y at Law

FROM:

Kevin J. Scanlan

RE:

Strong vs. Murphy
HFO& B File No. 3-235.8 (Case No.: CV06-7 149)

Scanlan in Support of
MESS AGE: Attache d for filing please find an Affidav it of Kevin J.
s for
Supple mental Memor andum in Suppor t of Defend ants' Motion to Dismis
Failure to Prosecute, or Alterna tively, Motion for Summa ry Judgme nt;

PAGES (INCLU DING THIS COVE R SHEET ):

9

HARD COPY TO FOLLOW: No
Sent by: Lauri A. Ehredt

METH OD OF DELIV ERY:

0
lxJ

URGENT

D

Other (Specify):

PLEASE NOTIFY RECIPIENT AS SOON AS POSSIBLE

Regula r Interoffice Mail Deliver y

only for the use of the
The informa tion contain ed in this facsimi le is confidential and intended
intende d recipient, or
individual or entity named above. If the reader of this messag e is not the
notified that any
hereby
the person respons ible for deliver ing it to the intende d recipient, you are
ted. If you have
dissem ination , distribu tion or copyin g of this commu nicatio n is strictly prohibi
telephone, collect if
receive d this commu nicatio n in error, please notify us immed iately by
U.S. Mail. We will
via
necessa ry, and return the original messag e to us at the above address
for postage.
reimbu rse

S
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HALLFARLEY

ISB #1253; reh@hallfarley.com

J. SCANLAN
ISB #552 ; kjs@hallfarley.com

HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT &
702 West Idaho, Suite 700
Post Office Box 1271
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone:
(208) 395-8500
Facsimile:
(208) 395-8585
W 13\3-235.8\PLEADrNGSIDism1ss-Aff-Scanlan-Supplernental.doc

Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF THE
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE
THOMAS L. STRONG, and BRIAN K.
HAWK,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
INTERMOUNTAIN ANESTHESIA, P.A. and
MARCUS E. MURPHY, M.D.,
Defendants.

STA TE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

Case No. CV 06- 7149

AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN J. SCANLAN
IN SUPPORT OF SUPPLEMENT AL
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO
DISMISS FOR FAILURE TO
PROSECUTE, OR
ALTERNATIVELY, MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

)
) ss.
)

Kevin J. Scanlan, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states:
1.

I am an attorney licensed to practice in the State of Idaho, and am an attorney of

record for Defendant Intermountain Anesthesia, P.A. and Marcus R. Murphy, M.D. in the abovereferenced matter.
2.

! make this Affidavit on my personal knowledge and belief of the matters stated

herein.
AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN J. SCANLAN fN SUPPORT OF SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM TN SUPPORT
OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO DISMISS FOR FAILURE TO PROSECUTE, OR ALTERNATIVELY,
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- l

9
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of 2007, I requested that Plaintiffs' counsel stipulate to bifurcating
1s

true

correct copy of the proposed Stipulation for Bifurcation which I sent to Plaintiffs' counsel in
February of 2007.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of a letter which I sent

to Plaintiffs' counsel in early 2007 requesting that Plaintiffs stipulate to bifurcate the claims of
Plaintiffs Strong and Hawk.
5.

Plaintiffs' counsel would not stipulate to bifurcating the claims of Thomas Strong

and Brian Hawk.

FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT.

--

AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN l SCANLAN IN SUPPORT OF SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM TN SUPPORT
OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO DISMISS FOR FAILURE TO PROSECUTE, OR ALTERNATIVELY,
MOTION FOR SUMMARY illDGMENT- 2
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10,

true copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN J. SCANLAN

SUPPORT OF

SUPPLEMENT AL MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO
DISMISS FOR FAILURE TO PROSECUTE, OR ALTERNATIVELY, MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the
following:

Lowell N. Hawkes
Ryan S. Lewis
Lowell N. Hawkes, Chartered
1322 East Center
Pocatello, ID 83201
Facsimile (208) 235-4200

D
D
D
0

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

AFFIDAVIT OF KEVfN J. SCANLAN IN SUPPORT OF SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT

OF DEFENDANTS' MOTTON TO DISMISS FOR FAIL URE TO PROSECUTE, OR AL TERNA TIVEL Y,
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT. J
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ISB #1253, reh@hallfarley.com

#5521 ; "IV\."""l'"•"

FARLE Y, OBERR ECHT & BLANT ON,
702 West Idaho, Suite 700
Post Office Box 12 71
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telepho ne·
(208) 395-850 0
Facsimi le:
(208) 395-858 5
W:\313-235 8\Stipulation to Bifurcate.doc

Attorney s for Defenda nts

IN THE D1STRI CT COURT OF THE SEVEN TH JUDICI AL DISTRI CT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO , IN AND FOR THE COUNT Y OF BONNE VILLE
THOMA S L. STRON G, and BRJAN K.
HAWK,
Plaintiff s,

Case No. CV 06-7149

STIPULATION TO BIFURCATE

vs.
INTERM OUNTA IN ANEST HESIA, P.A. and
MARCU S E. MURPH Y, M.D.,
Defenda nts.

COME NOW Defenda nts Intermou ntain Anesthe sia, P.A. and Marcus E. Murphy,
M.D.,
and Plaintiff s Thomas L. Strong and Brian K. Hawk, by and through their respectiv
e counsel of
record, and hereby stipulate and agree to sever the proceedi ngs and trial of the
Complai nt by
Plaintiffs Thomas L. Strong and Brian K Hawk as against Defenda nts Intermou ntain
Anesthe sia,

P.A. and Marcus E. Murphy, M.D.
Such stipulati on is on the grounds that such bifurcat ion will avoid confusio n of the
issues
in the action filed by Plaintiff s, and will further avoid complic ations which may
result from
Plaintiff Hawk's recent bankrup tcy filing.

STIPULA TION TO BIFURCA TE - I

10/04/2010

:49 FAX 2083958585

HALLFARLEY

2010.

Richard E. Hall - Of the Firm
Kevin J. Scanlan - Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defend ants

DATED this ___ day of October, 2010.
LOWELL N. HAWKES, CHTD.

Lowell N. Hawkes - Of the Firm
Ryan S. Lewis - Of the Finn
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

STlPULA TYON TO BffURCA TE -
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LAW OFFICE

702 WEST IDAHO STREET,
KEY FINANCIAL CENTER
BOISE, IDAHO 83702

700

RICHARD E. HALL

DONALD J. FARLEY
PHILLIPS. OBERRECffr
I. CHARLES BLANTON

JA,'11ES S THOMSON,
BRYAN A NICKELS
BRENT T WILSON
CHRIS D. COMSTOCK

POST OFF[CE BOX !271
BOISE, IDAHO 83701

RAYMOND D. POWERS

JJLL M. TWEDT

CANDY W AGAHOFF DALE

TELEPHONE (208) 395-8500
FACSIMJLE (208) 395-8585
W:\3\3-235.8\Hawkes OI .doc

BART W. HARWOOD
JOHNJ.BURKE
KEVIN !. SCANLAN
TAMSENL. LEACHMAN
KEELY E. DLl<E

PORTIA L. JENKINS
RANDY F. WERTil
KAREN 0. SHEEHAN

J.KEVJNWEST

KYLE M. YEARSLEY
DANA M. HERBERIIOLZ
MARKJ.ORLER

E-MAIL contact@hallfarley.com
WEB PAGE: wwwhaHfarley.com
Wifh Attomey.s Admitted to Practice law rn
Idaho, Oregon, Washingron an4 Utah

February 6, 2007

VIA FACSIMILE -208-235-4200
Lowell N. Hawkes
LOWELL N. HAWKES, CHARTERED
1322 East Center
Pocatello, ID 83201
Re:

Strong/Hawk v. Marcus E Murphy, MD., et al
HFOB File Na. 3-235.8

Dear Lowell:
Attached please find a Stipulation to Bifurcate, which will allow the actions filed by Mr.
Strong and Mr. Hawk in this matter to proceed separately from one another. We believe that the
potential prejudice of incorporating two separate and individual surgical procedures into one action
will not only confuse the issues for the jury, but also fails to meet the requirements for permissive
joinder under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. It makes further sense to bifurcate these actions
given the complications which are certain to arise as a result of Mr. Hawk's recent bankruptcy filing.
Based upon the above, we believe bifurcation is appropriate, and request your signature
stipulating to such bifurcation. Oddly enough we seem to keep running into this issue; hopefully,
you recognize the appropriateness of splitting these two actions 1U1der the present circumstances. If
you do not agree, please let me know so that we can decide how to proceed.
Thank you for your attention to this issue. If you have any questions as regards to the above,
please feel free to contact either myself or Mark Orler.
Very truly yours,

KJS/MJO/adm.
Enclosure
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LAW OFFICE

OBERRECHT & BLANTON,

FACSIMILE COVER SHEET
October 4, 2010

CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION
TO:

Bonneville County Clerk
Clerk of the Court

FAX: 208-529-1300

Lowell Hawkes
Attorney at Law

208-235-4200

FROM:

Kevin J. Scanlan

RE:

Strong vs. Murphy
HFO&B File No. 3-235.8 (Case No.: CV06-7149)

MESSAGE: Attached for filing please find a Supplemental Memorandum in Support of
Defendants' Motion to Dismiss for Failure to Prosecute, or Alternatively, Motion
for Summary Judgment;

PAGES (INCLUDING THIS COVER SHEET):

7

HARD COPY TO FOLLOW: No
Sent by: Lauri A. Ehredt

METHOD OF DELIVERY:

0

URGENT- PLEASE NOTIFY RECIPIENT AS SOON AS POSSIBLE

~

Regular Interoffice Mail Delivery

D

Other (Specify):

The information contained in this facsimile is confidential and intended only for the use of the
individual or entity named above. If the reader
this message is not the intended recipient, or
the person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by telephone, collect if
necessary, and return the original message to us at the above address via U.S. Mail. We will
reimburse you
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J. SCAN LAN
ISB #5521; kjs@ha llfarley .com

FARL EY, OBER RECH T & BLAN TON,
702 West Idaho, Suite 700
Post Office Box 1271
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone:
(208) 395-8 500
Facsimile:
(208) 395-8 585
W 1313-235.8\PLEADINGS\Dismiss- Supplemental Memo.d
oc

Attorneys for Defen dants

IN THE DIST RICT COUR T OF THE SEVE NTH JUDI CIAL
DIST RICT OF THE
STA TE OF IDAH O, IN AND FOR THE COUN TY OF BONN
EVIL LE
THOM AS L. STRO NG, and BRJA N K.
HAW K,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
INTE RMO UNTA IN ANES THES IA, P.A. and
MAR CUS E. MUR PHY, M.D.,

Case No. CV 06-71 49

SUPP LEM ENTAL MEMORANDUM
IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
MOTION TO DISMISS FOR
FAILURE TO PROSECUTE, OR
ALTERNATIVELY, MOTION FOR
SUM MAR Y JUDGMENT

Defendants.

COM ES NOW Defen dants Intenn ounta in Anest hesia, P.A.
("Inte rmoun tain Anesthesia")
and Marcu s E. Murp hy, M.D. ("Dr. Murp hy"), by and throug
h their counsel of record, Hall,
Farley, Oberr echt & Blanton, P.A., and hereb y respec
tfully subm it this Supplemental
Memo randu m in Suppo rt of Defen dants' Motion to Dismi
ss for Failure to Prosecute, or
Alternatively, Motio n for Summ ary Judgment.
At the time of Plaint iffs' surgical proce dures in June of 2004,
Rober t Hague, a certified
registered nurse anesth etist ("CRN A"), was a shareholder,
an employee, and the president, of
Intermountain Anesthesia. (Affidavit of Marcu s E. Murp hy,
M.D., ("Mur phy Aff.") 4lf 3). Mr.

SUPPL EMEN TAL MEMO RAND UM IN SUPPO RT OF DEFEN
DANT S' MOTIO N TO DISMI SS FOR
FAILURE TO PROSE CUTE, OR ALTER NATIV ELY, MOTIO
N FOR SUMM ARY JUDGM ENT - l
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care to Plaintiff
on June

Hawk during his surgical procedure. (Murphy
(Murphy

addition to that

previously described in Defendants' prior filings, Plaintiffs' failure to timely prosecute this
action has resulted in substantial, and irreparable, prejudice to Defendants' ability to defend
against Plaintiffs' claims and allegations.

Accordingly, for the reasons set forth below,

Defendants respectfully request that this Court grant their Motion to Dismiss, or Alternatively,
Motion for Summary Judgment.

STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS
Defendants incorporate by reference the Statement of Undisputed Facts contained in their
initial Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion to Dismiss for Failure to Prosecute, or
Alternatively, Motion for Summary Judgment. The following facts arc also submitted in support
of Defendants' Motion.
This matter arises out of anesthesia care provided to Plaintiffs on June 25, 2004 in
connection with the surgical implantation of nerve stimulators.

Robert Hague, CRNA, was

primarily responsible for the administration of anesthesia to Plaintiff Brian Hawk during the
second half of his surgical procedure. (Murphy Aff. ,I 4). Robert Hague passed away on June 11,
2009. (Murphy Aff.

~

6).

LEGAL ARGUMENT
As set forth in Defendants' prior Memorandum, in determining whether it is appropriate
to dismiss a lawsuit pursuant to Rule 4l(b), the Court should consider the length of the delay,
any justification for the delay, and the resultant prejudice to the Defendant. Day v. Ciba Geigy

Corp., 115 Idaho 1015, 1017 (1989).
In the Day matter, the District Court Judge dismissed Plaintiff's lawsuit under Idaho Rule

SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO DISMISS FOR
FAILURE TO PROSECUTE, OR AL TERNA TIVEL Y, MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT· 2

141004
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41 (b) after finding that there had been no activity on the case for
had

significant prejudice to

ability to

6 months, and that the

a defense

part, to the

unavailability of several key defense witnesses. Some had moved out of the jurisdiction beyond
the reach of compulsory process. Others had moved to locations unknown to [Defendant]. The
leading defense expert witness, Robert Connor, had suffered a heart attack and, on medical
advice, could not risk the stress of trial participation." Day v. Ciba Geigy Corp., 115 Idaho
1015, 1017 (1989). The Idaho Supreme Court upheld the District Court's order dismissing the
action for lack of prosecution.
Similar to the situation in Day, Intermountain and Dr. Murphy have suffered substantial
prejudice as a result of Plaintiffs' failure to prosecute their claim in a timely manner as indicated
in Defendants' prior pleadings. Christian Sclunalz, CRNA, one of the certified registered nurse
anesthetists involved in the administration of the anesthesia to Plaintiffs, has moved out of state
and is beyond compulsory process.

Also, Mary Waide, CRNA, has retired and her current

whereabouts are not known to Defendants. More significantly, Robert Hague, CRNA, who was
significantly involved in the administration of the anesthesia to Plaintiff Brian Hawk, and would
have firsthand knowledge of facts relevant to Plaintiffs' allegations, is deceased. Defendants are
unable to produce relevant, and necessary, witnesses as a result of Plaintiffs' delay, which
substantially prejudices defendants' ability to provide a defense to Plaintiffs' allegations.
In addition, in February of 2007, after Plaintiff Brian Hawk filed his Petition for
Bankruptcy, Defendants proposed bifurcating the claims of Plaintiffs Strong and Hawk
(Affidavit of Kevin J. Scanlan ("Scanlan Aff."),
Plaintiffs' claims. (Scanlan Aff.

1 5).

1 3).

Plaintiffs' counsel refused to bifurcate

Plaintiffs' refusal to agree to the bifurcation has also

contributed to the substantial delay in prosecuting the action, no discovery and other case

SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO DISMISS FOR
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT· 3
OR
FAILURE TO

continued with regard to the
As a
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matter pending resolution of the Hawk

Defendants' ability to

defense

and

unnecessarily prejudiced.
Pursuant to Rule 4l(b), and the Idaho Supreme Court's decision in the Day case,
Plaintiffs' delay justifies a dismissal of Plaintiffs' Complaint.

Therefore, Defendants

Intennountain Anesthesia and Dr. Murphy respectfully request that this Court dismiss Plaintiffs'
lawsuit and all claims asserted therein for failure to prosecute.

CONCLUSION
Plaintiffs filed this lawsuit almost 4 years ago, and have taken no action to prosecute their
claims since the dismissal of Brian Hawk's bankruptcy proceeding over 2 years ago. In February
of 2007, counsel for Defendants proposed bifurcating Plaintiffs' claims, and prosecuting the

claim::i of Plaintiff Rtrnne whilr

Plaintiff Hawk'!'. b:.mkruptoy ,vao ponding. Pluin.tiff.!! 1

t\".JLl!.:,d

refused to agree to the bifurcation. Even after Plaintiff's Hawk's bankruptcy was dismissed,
Plaintiffs' took no steps to prosecute their Complaint for over 2 years. As a result of Plaintiffs'

f0il1.1n. to dilirrintly nm'i~r,11t, thrir r1rtinn, nr tn '.iQHil6i to bifurouting tho oluil\11.0,

D~f~1\S..'.J,L 1... ,...,

been prejudiced in their ability to prepare a defense, as set forth above. Accordingly, Defendants
respectfully request that this Court grant their Motion to Dismiss for Failure to Prosecute, or
alternatively, grant their Motion for Summary Judgment.

II
II
II
II
II

SUPPLEMENTA L MEMORANDU M TN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS ' MOTION TO DISMISS FOR
FA IL URE TO PROSECUTE, OR AL TERNA TIVEL Y, MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 4
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DA TED t h i s ~ day of October, 20 I 0.

FARLEY,OBERRECHT
BLANTON, P.A.

Kevin J. S._...,,....u,
Attorneys Jo Defendants
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IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
BONNEVILLE COUNTY, IDAHO
The Honorable Jon J. Shindurling

THOMAS L. STRONG and
BRIAN K. HA WK,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiffs,
vs.

INTERMOUNTAIN ANESTHESIA, P.A.
AND MARCUS E. MURPHY, M.D.,
Defendants.

)
)
)

Case No. CV-06-7149
PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSE TO
DEFENDANTS'
MOTION TO DISMISS
AND
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

)
)

Supporting Filings

Plaintiffs' filings in support of and supplement of this Response are:
• Affidavit of Catherine L. Linderman, MD. (10-12-10)
• Affidavit of Brian K. Hawk (10-14-10)
• Affidavit of Mary Ellen Hawk (10-14-10)
• Affidavit of Thomas Lee Strong (10-15-10)
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l

Plaintiffs' Affidavit of Counsel (10-1

10) includes the Combined

Depositions of Defendants (9-29-10) together with the Exhibits to that Deposition,
including the EIRMC medical records on Mr. Strong and Mr. Hawk.

Facts Synopsis
On June 25, 2004 Dr. Catherine L. Linderman scheduled six pain
management patients for the permanent surgical implantation of pain-stopping peripheral
nerve stimulators. Plaintiff Tom Strong was the first case. During his surgery he was left
unattended by a relief "nurse anesthetist" who also negligently doubled the dosage of his
IV anesthesia Propofol resulting in Mr. Strong suffering "Negative Pressure Pulmonary
Edema." That condition results in bleeding in the lungs with resultant life-altering loss of
lung elasticity.
Defendant Marcus Murphy was Intermountain Anesthesia's oversight
anesthesiologist on June 25, 2004 at EIRMC. Initially, rather than accept full
responsibility for the anesthesia mis-handling ot: and injuries to, Mr. Strong he advised
Dr. Linderman that he was going to limit the amount of anesthesia her renwining patients
would receive! The result was to subject Plaintiff Brian Hawk to needless terrific pain
during his surgery. That outrageous conduct occurred despite clear and unequivocal
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assurances

to Brian

before
at

Defendant Murphy's essential medical defense has been to distance and
absent himself from any responsibility for the patient care of Mr. Strong and Mr. Hawk

that day. However, Dr. Murphy is the signatory approving anesthesiologist M.D. on
both the Pre-Op, Preanesthesia and Post-anesthesia forms and notes in the EIRMC
patient charts for both Mr. Strong and Mr. Hawk. 1
45 & 46.

EIRMC-S9 9,103 & 105; EIRMC-H3 2,

Murphy's legal affirmative defenses have be the assertion of patient fault,

third-person fault, and unspecified "intervening causes."
His recent deposition and the medical record clearly established his asserted
medical and legal defenses to be groundless fabrications for which there was never any
basis in fact or law.

Murphy Depo. 108:3-9

Mitigation and Comparative Negligence),
Defense of Third-party Negligence),
Defense of Pre-existi ng Condition),

(Td and 4th Affirmative Defenses of

Murphy Depo. 108:13-24

Murphy Depo. 108:25-10 9:14
Murphy Depo. 109:16-11 2:14

(3rd Affirmative

(8th Affirmative
(9th Affirmative

Defense of Superceding Cause).

1

The "Anesthesia Record" for Mr. Strong (EIRMC-S 104) also shows the "Anes Provider"
for Mr. Strong as CRNA Weight and "MM" that Dr. Murphy admitted stood for him, Marcus Murphy:
Q. And then a slash and your initials, MM?
A. My initials.
-

Murphy Depo 66:15-16
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DETAILED FACTS STATEMENT

The Plaintiffs Tom Strong and Brian Hawk
On June 25, 2004 Dr. Catherine L. Linderman2 scheduled six of her pain
management patients for the permanent surgical implant of pain-stopping peripheral
nerve and spinal nerve stimulator devices and leads at the EIRMC hospital in Idaho
Falls. These patients had had prior successful "trial" implants. Thomas Strong was
the first of these six patients and Brian Hawk was among the latter.

Linderman Aft. ,r3;

Strong Aff. ,r2; Brian Hawk Aff., ,r,r 2, 4; Mary Ellen Hawk Aff., ,r 3; Chenoweth Aff.,

,r,r 1-2.

General Anesthesia Not An Option

General anesthesia cannot be used for such patients as they have to be
awake for much of the procedure "in order to assist in the effective placement of the
stimulator leads." For that reason a fast-acting and fast-reversing IV anesthetic like
Propofol can be and often is used.

Linderman Aft. ,r4; Murphy Depo 46:12-21.

Unprotected Airway; Need for Anesthesia Vigilance

For the same reasons, airways and endotracheal tubes are not used on these
patients; "they need to be able to communicate with me at key points" in the surgical
2

Dr. Linderman completed a residency and specialty training in anesthesia at the University
of Washington in 1992 and began practicing anesthesia in Idaho Falls at that time. She enhanced that
anesthesia specialty training with the completion ofa Pain Management fellowship at the University of Utah
in June of 2000. Linderman Aff. ,I1
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Murphy admitted he

to

to

overall general big reason for an

when they can be used "is to maintain a patent airway."

Murphy Depo 49:19-23; 85:23-

86:2.

Thus, when an endotracheal tube cannot be used with anesthesia "such
patients have no airway protection" and it is essential that the anesthetist or
anesthesiologist providing anesthesia "stay vigilant and stay with the patient to assure
airway patency and generally monitor the patient."

Linderman Aff.

,rs.

Defendants do not dispute the duty of anesthesia personnel to monitor the
patient's vitals and visually:
Q. Would you agree that the anesthesiologist's
or CRNA's role during an operative procedure
is to monitor the patient's vitals?
A. Yes.
Q. And to monitor the patient visually?
A. Yes.***
Q. That's anesthesia's responsibility to monitor
the patient, right?
A. Yes. - Murphy Depo. 88:19-89:20

3

A male from the Anesthesia Department told Mr. Strong that he would not be "put to
sleep" for the reasons Dr. Linderman explains in her Affidavit:
"Before being taken to the operating room someone from anesthesia came and spent a few
minutes with me and told me that I would be given enough anesthesia so that I could
periodically answer questions incidental to placement <~{ the electrical leads and that I
would not be put to sleep. That person was a male but not Dr. Murphy, the Defendant
herein, who I met later. Not long after that conversation I was taken by gurney to a
preparation room and then the operating room. - Strong Aff, 'U3
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Pre-Surgery Anesthesia Review and Agreement with Dr. Linderman
, 2004

was

to

initially administered by CRNA Mary Waight, an employee of Intermountain
Anesthesia. Before the procedure began Dr. Linderman "had gone over the procedure
with CRNA Waight so that we both had an understanding and agreement as to what
would take place and what needed to be done" from the anesthesia standpoint as well as
Dr. Linderman's "surgical role in the placement of the stimulator leads."
Aff.

Linderman

,r6.

Defendant Murphy is the Oversight Anesthesiologist

On that day Dr. Marcus Murphy was "running the board" of anesthesia
services for patients at EIRMC and was "the oversight anesthesiologist" making the
assignments for anesthesia care; neither Dr. Linderman nor the patients "were involved
in Dr. Murphy's decisions as to anesthesia assigmnents."

Linderman Aff.

,r7.

Initial Good Anesthesia Management Under CRNA Waight

Mr. Strong's anesthesia began at approximately 7:30 a.m. At
approximately 8:45 a.m. CRNA Waight4 took a break and anesthesia was taken over by
CRNA Schmalz, also of Intermountain Anesthesia. Up to that point, "the anesthesia

4

A "CRNA" is a "Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist"
A Registered Nurse with
additional schooling in anesthesia; they are not medical doctors but generally work under trained M.D.
anesthesiologists.
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"small doses
drip

a

reversing IV anesthetics."

Linderman Aff.

are all
,rs.

Relief CRNA Schmalz Increases Propofol Dosage & Leaves Patient Unattended
CRNA Schmalz thereafter "substantially increased the dosage of Propofol
drip from that level at which it was set by CRNA Waight."
S104.

5

Linderman Aft.

,r9;

EIRMC-

Dr. Linderman's Affidavit explains that the increased amount of Propofol "was

excessive for the circumstances" because it put Mr. Strong to sleep and left his airway
unprotected.

Linderman Aff.

'ff9.

Worse, CRNA Schmalz "left the head of the table and was not attending
to Mr. Strong." Dr. Linderman was not aware CRNA Schmalz had left Mr. Strong
unattended because of the "Ether Screen" that establishes a sterile field and also
"blocks my view of both the patient and the anesthesia provider."

Linderman Aff.

'ff9.

"Bucking" from Airway Blockage = Asphyxiation
While CRNA Schmalz was away from the head of the table Mr. Strong's
airway closed off as his head position changed and he began "bucking" on the table.

5

The EIRMC medical charts on Tom Strong and Brian Hawk are Exhibits 5 and 6 to the
Deposition of Defendant Murphy. Each page of the medical records are labeled in the lower right corner
with a prefix of"EIRMC-S" for Tom Strong and "EIRMC-H" for Brian Hawk. The page number of the record
then follows that prefix. Thus, for the EIRMC record referenced above as EIRMC-5104 that means page l 04
of EI RM C's medical record on Tom Strong. Page I 04 is the graphical "Anesthesia Record."
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not

to

so as to
Linderman Aff. 4ff10.

to

Because Dr. Linderman is also an anesthesiologist she looked over

the "Ether Screen" to speak with anesthesia but saw that no one was there; "no
anesthesia person was in fact attending to Mr. Strong."

Linderman Aff. 4ff10.

She

yelled for assistance to "the other personnel in the room" but no one came so she "was
forced to abandon" her "role as surgeon" to get to Mr. Strong (who was face down)
and reach around and through the surgical drapes "in order to perform a jaw thrust
maneuver which reestablished his airway."

Linderman Aff. 4ff 1 o.

Eventually CRN A

Schmalz came back and assisted Dr. Linderman with "maintaining Mr. Strong's
airway" after which she regloved because she "had placed my hands in that unsterile
field area." Mr. Strong continued to cough and cough throughout the remainder of the
surgery.

Linderman Aff. 4ff 1 O.

CRNA Waight Discovers Schmalz had Increased the Propofol Dosage
CRNA Waight returned about 9:00 a.m. and Dr. Linderman explained to
her what had happened.

Linderman Aff. ,T11;EIRMC-S104 (right-hand column).

checked things out and then stated:
"No wonder he obstructed, he [Schmalz] turned up the
Propofol drip" to a multiple from what she had appropriately
set it at prior. - Linderman Aff. ,T11
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Waight

Excessive Propofol Dosage Record Removed From Chart
at some point, saw
CRNA Sclunalz was in fact recorded on the "Anesthesia Record" but that entry is no
longer on the "Anesthesia Record" now in the EIRMC chart; the new document shows
the dosage as unchanged 6 from the safe level set by CRNA Waight.

Linderman Aft.

,I11; EIRMC-S1 04.

Damage from "Negative Pressure Pulmonary Edema"
As a result of the foregoing Mr. Strong sustained "Negative Pressure
Pulmonary Edema." That is evidenced by, among other things, "coughing up of large
amounts of bright red foamy, frothy blood."

Linderman Aft. ,I12.

Mr. Strong's Perspective
Mr. Strong explains what followed:
5. I next remember waking up in the operating room and
coughing repeatedly and feeling light-headed. The coughing
was pretty bad and I was coughing up blood. 7 I did not
know what had happened or why I was coughing-up blood.
-

Strong Aft. ,T5

***

6

Defendant Murphy's deposition corroborate s that the increased dosage of Propofol was
at one time recorded on the Anesthesia Record thought it is no longer there; he testified he was initially not
aware of the Propofol dose being turned up until he read it in "the record." Murphy Depo. 82:24-83:4

All italics and bold are added herein from the original unless stated otherwise.
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was then rolled onto a
I
people around saying I
happened.
over onto
my coughing immediately increased substantially to the
point where I couldn't do anything but cough up blood; I
couldn't hardly breath. I noticed that everybody seemed
either upset, angry, or scared. - Strong Aff. ,T6

***

7. After I was wheeled into the Recovery Room, I was given
something to spit in and after my first spit and what I saw, I
thought I was going to die; I was spitting up blood in massive
amounts. I remember thinking that I had heard a person could
drown in a teaspoon of water and the blood I was spitting up
was closer to two tablespoons each time. - Strong Aff. ,T7

** *
8. In the Recovery Room they sat me up. That helped reduce
the coughing but I was still spitting up blood eve1y 2-4
shallow breaths. I felt and sounded like a percolating coffee
pot. People kept telling me I'd be fine, but they had that look
about them that said they had no idea whether I would be
fine or not. The circumstances and happenings there told me
just how un-ordinary it was for this to happen; numerous
people were called over to listen to my lungs and I remember
many of them commenting how they had never heard such
lung sounds before. I also was given a chest x-ray.
-

Strong Aff. ,TB

Mr. Strong Admitted to a Private Room
That injury to Mr. Strong resulted in his being admitted to the hospital "at
no charge" for observation for "up to four days" as an in-patient "from what would
have otherwise been an outpatient surgery."

Linderman Aff. ,r12.

Mr. Strong's Mother had been in the Waiting Room and when she was
notified he had been taken to a private room she went there:
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4.

there was
s procedur e would be a
he did not come out
as soon as I
been told to expect him. I had been waiting for him in the
Waiting Room and was eventual ly notified that he was now
in a private room. I went to that room and saw that Tom
was very sick; he was coughing uncontrollably and
regularly coughing up bright red blood.
-

Chenow eth Aff., ,r 4

Dr. Murphy Blames Mr. Strong for ... Breathing!
Dr. Linderm an went to see Mr. Strong again after he was transferred to his
own private hospital room. She explaine d what had happened, that a "substitu te
anesthes ia person had come in and had increased my anesthesia ... and then walked
away ... [she] saw me 'bucking ' on the operatin g table and heard me choking. She lifted
me up and got me breathing when she discover ed no one fi_·om anesthes ia was caring for
me."

Strong Aff. ,r11.

Followin g, the private room visit by Dr. Linderm an, Dr. Murphy went to
Mr. Strong's private room. To his credit he admitted to Mr. Strong and his mother that
his "Negativ e Pressure Pulmona ry Edema" was the failing of the Anesthe sia personne l;
but to his discredit he also placed part of the blame on Mr. Strong:
12. Later, Dr. Murphy came to my room again. He told me
that I was lucky that I had strong lungs and that if I had been
an older man they might not have been able to save me and I
would have been in intensive care immediately. He then told
me that while what happened to me was their fault, it was
also partially my fault that I asphyxiated
first for
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my throat,
second
strong enough
them rupture.
. Murphy then told me
I
just
and
I would have a
stay in the hospital. - Strong Aff. ,r12
***
5. Not long after I got to that private room Tom was visited
by Dr. Marcus Murphy, the named individual Defendant
herein. What he said shocked me as a mother. He said to
Tom "We screwed up but so did you. You took a deep
breath." I found it hard to believe my ears that Tom was
being blamed for whatever or whoever had caused him to
now be in such a condition as to be repeatedly coughing up
blood just because he "took a deep breath." I remember
thinking how wrong and unprofessional it was for a doctor to
ever blame a patient for breathing! - Chenoweth Aff., ,r 5

***

6. In that same conversation, Dr. l'viurphy also said that if
Tom had been older they might not have been able to bring
him back as an older person might not have had the lung
capacity to deal with the problem. Dr. Murphy also said there
could be "long term ramifications" as a result of hardening of
the lungs and reduced lung capacity. He also said that the
hospital would be writing off the extra expense connected
with the problems Tom had been subjected to.
-

Chenoweth Aff., 'ff 6

Mr. Strong had met Dr. Murphy for the first time in the Recovery Room
where he asked how Tom was doing and introduced himself as "the head anesthesia
doctor" at that time; he had not previously seen Dr. Murphy. 8

Strong Aff. 'ff9.

"A doctor that r had not previously seen then came to see me and started talking to me and
asking how I was doing. I learned that he was Dr. Marcus E. Murphy, the Defendant herein, and that he was
the head anesthesia doctor at that time." Strong Aft. "1[9.
8
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he had

m

room

was

suffered a negative pressure pulmonary edema injury. But he had little memory
otherwise:
A. I remember telling him that it was most likely that he had
negative pressure pulmonary edema, and that he should, at his
age, rapidly improve from it.
Q. Anything else?
A. I don't recall any more specifics.
-

Murphy Depo. 90:18-92:15

How "Negative Pressure Pulmonary Edema" Causes lnjurv

Negative Pressure Pulmony Edema damages the lungs and makes them less
elastic. The loss of elasticity is from scarring that "results from blood being pulled
through the blood vessel walls into the lung tissue from the coughing and the patient's
attempts to breath."

Linderman Aff. ,r13.

The importance of anesthesia following the

previously-agreed anesthesia plan and keeping Tom Strong awake though pain free is
underscored by Defendant Murphy's admission that negative pressure pulmonary
edema is impossible to happen in an awake person:
"I think that because of the nature of negative pressure
pulmonary edema, to get it, an awake person can't do it. He
has no ability to close o.ff his airway and cause negative
pressure." - Murphy Depo. 109:25-110:3
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Life-altering Damage to Lungs
saw

to ]\fr. Strong was

"Mr. Strong's life and capacity for activity were changed
significantly as a result of the above-described events. He
was, prior to that anesthesia, specifically evaluated and
noted on his "Anesthesia Record" to be an "ASA 1" patient,
the highest rating given a patient by the America n Society of
Anesthesiologists. - Linderm an Aff. 'ff 13
"Everything At A Slower Pace" & A Mother's Perspective
Mr. Strong explained the impact on him of his easily-avoidable injury:
13. Eventually I learned that I had sustained "Negativ e
Pressure Pulmona ry Edema" and that it could decrease my
lung and breathing capacity from the lung damage and loss
oflung elasticity. That is what has occurred. Initially after
these events I had no breathing stamina at all; J could not
walk across the living room without being winded . This
contrasts with my prior very active life and the ease, for
example when fishing, in being able to easily walk up and
down a river bank. - Strong Aff. 'ff 13

***

14. In the six years since, there was not much improvement
in my breathing capacity though there was some improvement
the first year. Heavier/pollen air is now a real breathing
problem. It feels like my lungs burn much of the time and
especially in colder air or when attempting anything
strenuous. Everything I now do must be done at a slower
pace. - Strong Aff. 'ff14
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IS

at
7. That consequence has been my observation of Tom as his
mother: Tom has never since had the same lung and
breathing capacity and stamina as he had before.
Chenoweth Aft., ,r 7
"As High As You Can Go"

Despite the groundless pleaded affirmative defenses, Defendant Murphy
admitted the pre-anesthesia, Mr. Strong was an "ASA-1" patient, the healthiest category:

Q. You show Tom Strong as an ASA Class I
patient, right?
A. Yes.
Q. Nobody is a higher class patient, right?
A. ASA l is as high as you can go.
-

Murphy Depo 65:4-8

Murphy Angry & Retaliatory

A reasonable person would think that Dr. Murphy would have been
profusely apologetic for the substandard anesthesia care given Mr. Strong. Amazingly,
his attitude was defensive and just the opposite:
15. To my extreme surprise, Dr. Murphy became angry at
me, rather than apologetic, at these events and - pointing
his finger right in my face
advised me that none of my

9

"I was with Tom ... from the time he changed into the hospital gown until he was
discharged to home the next afternoon except. .. to go home to sleep.... Chenoweth Aff., ,r 3.
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that day would
their other I. V. medications would

and

Linderman Aff. ,r15

In addition, Murphy precluded the use of Propofol for any of Dr.
Linderman's remaining patients despite it's benefit to Mr. Strong until CRNA Schmalz
turned it up excessively and abandoned Mr. Strong:
He further told me that he had specifically prohibited the
CRNA's he assigned to my remaining cases from
administering any Propofol. This occurred notwithstanding
my pointing out to him that such an order and limit on
adequate anesthesia amounted to an unprofessional
punishment of my other patients 10 for the substandard oversedation of Mr. Strong by CRNA Schmalz.
-

Linderman Aff. ,r15

Dr. Murphy's response to Dr. Linderman's efforts to explain that limiting
anesthesia to her forthcoming patients just because of CRNA Schmalz's failings was
dictatorial and arrogant:
His response was that if I did not like what he had directed I
could "take my business elsewhere." I told him that I had
EIRMC privileges just as he did. - Linderman Aff. ,r1s 11

10

This was also at odds with Murphy's deposition admission that the type of anesthesia care
that should have been given to both Mr. Strong and Mr. Hawk was the same for their similar cases:
Q. Here's just my question, l want to see if we're tracking or not. Would
you agree that both of these cases were similar in terms of the type of

anesthesia care that should be given?
A. Yes. - Murphy Depo 45:19-23
11

When asked about this conversation, Dr. Murphy did not deny that it occurred, just that
"I don't recall having that conversation." Murphy Depo. 100:20-24
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the

and
Murphy and

it

10. Dr. Murphy then talked with Dr. Linderman near the
nurses counter in the Recovery Room. I did not hear
everything they said but I could tell that the talk started out
nice but Dr. Murphy rather quickly became angry and
defensive and seemed to have no interest in listening or
understanding anything Dr. Linderman was trying to
explain or say to him. - Strong Aff. ,r10
Murphy admits the confrontation with Dr. Linderm an in the Recovery
Room but denied any real memor y of the substance of the conversation:
Q. Did you have, as a result of this deal, any sort of a
confrontation with Dr. Linderman?
A. After - yes.
-

Murphy Depo. 98:1-3

Q. Tell me what was said.

***

A. I don't remem ber the exact words. But it was something
to the effect of: We're not going to be able to do the same
type of sedation for your next patient as this patient.
Q. Did you tell her why?
A. I don't remem ber the exact words.
Q. Did she ask you why?
A. I don't remember.
-

Murphy Depo. 98:16-2 4

In his deposition Defendant Murphy claimed he never even talked with
CRNA Schmalz about his overdosing of Tom Strong; a rather incredible (and factuall
yinconsistent) position for any supervising anesthesiologist to take:
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Okay. Did you ever have a discussion with Schmalz or
Waight about Schmalz having turned up the propofol
infusion when he took over the case?
A. I don't recall having that discussion.
Q. Did you overhear anything from anybody where Schmalz
acknowledge d that he had increased the propofol infusion to
general anesthesia levels?
A. I don't recall him talking about increasing dosages, or
anybody else talking about that. / remember reading it in
the chart.
-

Murphy Depo. 84:1-10

It is not credible that Dr. Murphy, as the oversight anesthesiolo gist that
day would not have had some discussion with CRNAs Waight and Schmalz about the
Propofol overdose. But his final testimony was that he had no such discussion with
either of them:

Q. I think you've told me, you didn't ever hear
Mary Waight when she came back, say
something like that she wasn't surprised his
airway was having a problem, because
somebody had increased the propofol infusion?
A. That is correct.
Q. You never discussed that with her?
A. I did not.
Q. Or Mr. Schmalz?
A. I don't recall ever talking about propofol
dose with either one of them.
-

Murphy Depo. 107:17-108:2
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Intent ionally Insuff icient Anesth esia to Brian Hawk
's
was carried out as to Dr. Linderman's remaining patients that day. Brian Hawk
was
among the last of those patients. Dr. Linderman explains:
16. As a direct result of Dr. Murph y's order prohibiting the
CRNA 's from giving any Propofol, the anesthesia given to
Mr. Brian Hawk that day, was inadequate and insuffi cient
and he was unnecessarily subjected to prolonged and
unnecessary pain. - Linder man Aft. ,r16
Contrarv to Prior Assurances
The giving of insufficient anesthesia was also specifically contrary to the
assurances Defendant Murphy gave to Mr. Strong; he was assured he would
be given
sufficient anesthesia to keep him comfortable:
6. After the second visit from Dr. Linderman,
anesthesiologist Marcus E. Murphy, a Defendant herein,
came to my room. He asked me some health questions and
questions about prior anesthesia and surgery. He assured
me that he would "make me comfortable" during the
surgery and said that if, at any time I was not comfortable
to make a hand gesture and "I will make you
comfortable." He never told me that he would not be the
anesthesia person caring for me; everything he said to me in
that visit was to the effect that he would be the one
administering anesthesia to me. I was never told by Dr.
Murphy that an M.D. anesthesiologist would not be
providing my hands-on anesthesia and that my anesthesia
care would be given by a nurse anesthetist.
-

Brian Hawk Aff., ,r 6

***
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and expressed
concerns
been seen by and talked with Dr. Murphy who said he was going to be the doctor
administering anesthesia and had given specific assurances Mr. Hawk would be kept
pain-free comfortable he proceeded with the anesthesia:
7. Thereafter, Dr. Linderman visited me a third time. She
explained that there had been an issue and a problem with a
previous patient and that I was not going to be given an
amount of anesthesia for pain that she felt would be needed.
She asked me if I wanted to go ahead knowing of the
anesthesia limit on pain medication. I told her I wanted to
go ahead given the assurances I had been given by Dr.
Murphy that he would make sure I was kept comfortably
free from pain. - Brian Hawk Aff., 'ff 7
Eventually in the OR Mr. Hawk discovered -

despite the prior promises

that it was neither a doctor nor Dr. Murphy who as in charge of his anesthesia:
8. However, once in the surgery I realized that in fact it
was not even Dr. Murphy who was the anesthesia person
caring for me. I now understand that it was a "CRNA"
nurse anesthetist by the name of Jeff Taylor.
- Brian Hawk Aff., 'ff 8
Jeff Taylor was wrongly put by Dr. Murphy in an impossible situation
that forced him to choose between Murphy's pain-medication-limiting order and being
fired if he didn't limit pain medication as Murphy had ordered him to do:
17. CRNA Jeff Taylor was assigned to Mr. Hawk who
sustained that severe and wholly-um1ecessary pain during his
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procedure. CRNA Taylor repeatedly apologized to
and
Hawk
the unreasonable anesthesia
limitations Dr. 1Hurphy had placed on him as a CRN A
attending to Mr. Hawk explaining that he would lose his job

if he did not follow the order of Dr. 1Hurphy.
-

Linderman Aff.

'If 17
***

Mr. Hawk recognized the fix Murphy had created for both himself and
CRNA Taylor:
9. Mr. Taylor seemed to be a very honest and caring and
compassionate individual. He repeatedly told me he knew I

was in serious pain and repeatedly and continuously
apologized to me for not being permitted to adequately treat
my pain. He explained that he would be fired and lose his
job if gave me more pain medication than he was told was
the limit. -

Brian Hawk Aff.,

'If

9

Dr. Linderman and Brian Hawk describe the pain Mr. Hawk was
subjected to as essentially beyond adequate description:
10. There are no words to sufficiently describe the pain that
I underwent during that surgery; to describe the pain as
excruciating or "hell" would be an understatement; I
remember gripping and gripping the gurney in response to
the pain and my back arching up repeatedly from the pain.
- Brian Hawk Aff., 'IT 10

***
11. Several times the procedure had to be stopped to allow
me to rest and pull myself together before continuing. I
was totally exhausted and very sore by the time I was taken
to the recovery area and, later, back to my room to be with
my wife, dress, and leave the hospital. The ride home to
Pocatello in the car was very, very uncomfortable for even
that short distance. - Brian Hawk Aff., ,r 11
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*
Murphy's order
Propofol, the anesthesia given to
Mr. Brian Hawk that day, was inadequate and insufficie nt
and he was unnecessarily subjected to prolonged and
unnecessary pain.- Linderman Aff. 'IJ16

A Wife's Observations and Damage Perspective
Brian Hawk's wife, Mary Ellen had accompanied him to EIRMC that
day. 12 As soon as she saw her husband when he was brought from the Recovery Room
she knew that something had gone terribly wrong:
6. When my husband was brought back to the room it was
immediately apparently that something was very wrong; he
looked like "a deer in the headlights." When I asked him
what was wrong he immediately broke down crying and
explained that he had undergone horrific pain. The
EIRMC nurses had repeatedly told me how "amazing" my
husband was and when I asked what they meant they
explained he had undergone the surgery with almost no
pain anesthesia. - Mary Ellen Hawk Aff., ,r 6
Mary Ellen's perspective of the consequences from that are summarized
thus:
8. The damage to my husband from those events has been
deep and permanent. Though that has improved somewhat,
he has a fear level he never had before and he does not have
the trust that he formerly had. - Mary Ellen Hawk Aff., ,r 8

12

Brian Hawk's wife was with him at EIRMC all day and during any doctor visits to him:
"f was with him the entire time he was in his pre-surgery and post-surgery rooms whenever any other person
came in to see him. Mary Ellen Hawk Aff., ,r 2. See also, Brian Hawk Aff., ,r 3.
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assurances to
Defendant Murphy never went in to speak to Mr. Hawk and his wife again:
12. Dr. Murphy never came to talk to me again. Nor to
provide me any explanation or justification for why the
assurances he gave me prior to the procedure were not kept
as he promised. - Brian Hawk Aff., ,r 12

***
7. Dr. Murphy never came to see my husband and I after
the surgery. Nor has he ever sent us directly or indirectly
any communication apologizing for or explaining why he
did not keep his assurances pre-surgery 13 that Brian would
receive sufficient pain medication to keep him substantially
pain free during the procedure.
-

Mary Ellen Hawk Aff.,

,r 7

Medical Record Issues: Rewritten Records

It appears the anesthesia medical record has been tampered with to delete
references to the Propofol overdose and the "Negative Pressure Pulmonary Edema"
complication it caused Mr. Strong:
14. Mr. Strong's current "Anesthesia Record" (EIRM CS 104) makes no note of this serious complication nor his
coughing up large amounts of bright red frothy blood, nor
CRNA Schmalz's increase of the Propofol drip dosage
(previously recorded), nor his dropping Oxygen saturations,

13

"Prior to his surgery and anesthesia Dr. Marcus E. Murphy came to where Brian and I
were in the hospital. Dr. Murphy assured my husband and me that Brian would have sufficient pain
medication given by anesthesia personnel so that he would not be uncomforta ble." Mary Ellen Hawk Aff.,

"If

4
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nor

admission to

hospital as an

Linderman Aff. ,t14

Defendant Murphy's deposition admits he observed "frothy" red blood
being spit up by Mr. Strong in the Recovery Room.

Murphy Depo. 94:4-15.

He also

corroborates Dr. Linderman's testimony that the increased dosage of Propofol was at one
time recorded on the Anesthesia Record thought it is no longer there; he testified he was
initially not aware of the Propofol dose being turned up until he read it in "the record."
Murphy Depo. 82:24-83:4.

Murphy attempted to dodge the issue of overdose by contending

for the rather incredible position that basic medical recordkcepin g did not require the
dose of a drug given to be recorded. Sec his deposition initially at
78:5

Murphy Depo. 74:14-

and his contradictions about recording or not recording the dose of a drug at

Depo. 78:6-82:11

Murphy

and even at one point stating Intermountain Anesthesia did not even

have a standard in that regard:
Q. BY MR. HAWKES: Can't have it both ways. Which is
it?
A. I didn't talk about the standard for Intermountain
Anesthesia.
Q. Do you have a standard?
A. I told you no.
-

Murphy Depo. 80:3-8

***

Q. ls it acceptable practice to you that somebody administer
a drug to a patient and not record the dosage given?
A. Yes.
Murphy Depo. 80:19-22
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a

on

on

IS

Nevertheless, Dr. Murphy claims to have done on June 25, 2004. His deposition is
interesting reading as he tries to dance and dodge around the questions on this subject.
See

Murphy Depo 64-65:3.

The handwritten date of June 29 is not really open to genuine dispute as
being a "5" though Murphy hangs tight to that claim despite his handwriting of the rather
distinctive number "5"

not to be confused with a "9" in height and time-of-day entries

at the bottom of that "Evaluation." In addition, the "Post Anesthesia Note" and "Consent
for Anesthesia" page for Mr. Strong -

also signed by Murphy

has a 6-25-04

handwritten date that shows there is no genuine mistaking his handwritten "9" for a "5". 14
That was pointed out to Dr. Murphy in his deposition but he and his counsel hung
together in not admitted the obvious:
Q. Yeah, sure. Go back to 103. Look at 103 and 105
together.
A. Okay.
Q. See at the bottom of 105, 6-25-04?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you still think that the 25 looks like the 29 on 103?

14

The same "Consent for Anesthesia" form in Brian Hawk's EIRMC chart (document 46)
also has a "6-25-04" handwritten elate by Murphy that shows his "5" is distinct from his handwritten "9".
There is also a distinct "5" as part of a "58 BPM" entry on Brian Hawk's "Preanesthesia Patient Evaluation
Form" at EIRMC-H 45 that is distinct from the other two "''9" entries on the chart in his ·'Weight" of l 79
and the date.
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It

I think it
Q. BY MR. HAWKES: Really?
MR. SCANLAN: I do too.
-

Murphy Depo. 113:3-15

Otherwise, Mr. Strong disputes that Dr. Murphy ever came to see him on
June 2S111 prior to his surgery:
4. I understand that Dr. Murphy testified in his deposition
that he did the "Preanesthesia Evaluation" of me as
evidenced by his signing and completion of the
"Preanesthesia Patient Evaluation Form" (EIRMC-S 103)
that bears the date of "6/29/04" - four days after my June
25, 2004 surgery and anesthesia. Murphy Depo. 65:19-68:22;
70:2-8. That is not the fact; Dr. Murphy did not come see
nor "evaluate" me prior to my being taken to the operating
room and being anesthetisized.
-

Strong Aff. ,r4

***
9. A doctor that I had not previously seen then came to see
me [in the Recovery Room] and started talking to me and
asking how I was doing. / learned that he was Dr. Marcus
E. Murphy, the Defendant herein, and that he was the head
anesthesia doctor at that time. I have seen the EIRMC
"Preanesthesia Patient Evaluation Form" (EIRMC-S 103) from
my patient chart that has Dr. Murphy's signature on it, shows
him as the "Evaluator" and references "Findings." It also
shows a date of "6/29/04" rather than June 25, 2004 when I
had the anesthesia. Dr. Murphy did no "Preanesthesia
Evaluation" of me nor saw me pre-anesthesia for any
findings on June 25, 2004 nor any date thereafter.
Strong Aff. ,rg
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as an
anesthes iologist is compete nt to testify that the anesthes ia care given Mr. Strong and
Mr. Hawk was substand ard. And that is her testimony:
2. I am familiar with the standard of care in Idaho Falls for
practicin g anesthesiologists in June of 2004. The anesthes ia
care as describe d herein was substand ard and wrongfu l for
the applicab le standard at that time and place in Idaho Falls,
Idaho. That opinion and all opinions herein are based on
reasonab le medical probability. - Linderm an Aff. ,r2
***
18. The above-de scribed substandard anesthesia care was
at odds with and goes contrary to the very essence and
purpose of providing anesthesia care in a hospital/surgical
setting. What Mr. Hawk was subjected to was also contrary
to the specific pre-surg ery assuranc es given to Mr. Hawk
and his wife by Dr. Murphy in assuring Mr. Hawk that he
would be given more anesthes ia during the surgery if at any
time he became uncomfo rtable. But he was not.
-

Linderm an Aff. ,r18

It is very telling that Dr. Murphy even rejects the most basic definitio n and
purposes of anesthes ia practice; he would not agree that alleviating the patient's pain was
his reason for being there:
Q. And the purpose of anesthesia being there is to alleviate
the patient's pain consisten t with what the procedur e needs
to accompl ish, right?
A. I would not agree with that statement.
-

Murphy Depo 102:20-2 3
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Defendan ts Depositio ns & Obstructi ons
were
repeated efforts to obstruct and frustrate the deposition with repetitive groundless
objections and designed to coach the witness. The deposition was continued because of
those objections and the failure to comply with the Duces Tecum provisions of the
Deposition Notice.

The Qualitv of Defendant Murphy's Memory & Testimony

Q. You don't have a memory on this day, though?
A. No, I do not.
-

Murphy Depo 59:22-24

***
Q. Can you remember any portion of the conversation you
had [w/Dr. Linderman when he went to Tom Strong's OR]?
A. No. I don't recall
Q. Just that you had conversations?
A. I can't even recall the conversation in the room. But the
fact that I went to the room, I can remember going to the
room, makes me think that I did have a conversation. But I
can't recall a conversation with Dr. Linderma n [in the OR
with Tom Strong's case].
-

Murphy Depo 41:6-14

***
A. My memory of this is very vague.
-

Murphy Depo 44:19

***
THE WITNESS : There are many things I don't remember
about this case.
-

Murphy Depo 40:3-4

***
Q. You don't have a memory on this day, though?
A. No, I do not. - Murphy Depo 59:22-24
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went to Torn Strong's
A. No. I don't recall.
Q. Just that you had conversations?
A. I can't even recall the conversation in the
room. But the fact that I went to the room, I
can remember going to the room, makes me
think that I did have a conversation. But I
can't recall a conversation with Dr.
Linderma n [in the OR with Tom Strong's
case].
-

Murphy Depo 41 :6-14

***

A. My memory of this is very vague. It was a

long time ago.
-

Murphy Depo 44:191 :6-14

***

Q. Do you recall doing anything in that room?
A. I remember going to the room. I can't
remember conversations I had or anything
else.
-

Murphy Depo 73:4-8

***
Groundle ss Objections Designed to Frustrate and Coach
A great deal of deposition time was wasted in groundless and diversionary
objections designed to coach the witness to change his testimony -- even after the fact
or just plain frustrate the discovery process. Here are some examples of groundless
and after-the-fact objections even to defense counsel's own client's testimony:
Q. Here's just my question, I want to see if we're tracking or
not. Would you agree that both o,f these cases were similar
in terms of the type of anesthesia care tit at should be given?
A. Yes.
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to
Murphy Depo. 45:19-25

*
Q. Is it really your answer that Intermoun tain Anesthesi a
didn't teach their people to have a uniform way of completin g
an anesthesia chart?
A. Yes.
MR. SCANLA N: Misstates testimony.
MR. HAWKES : He's answered it.
-

Murphy Depo 77:10-15

***

Q. You got that dated 6-29-04, correct?
A. I believe that's 6-25-04.
Q. That's a 9. It's clearly a 9, isn't it?
A. Not to my eyes.
MR. SCANLA N: Objection. That misstates his testimony.
-

Murphy Depo. 63:14-19

***
Q. What would be your purpose of doing the pre-anesth esia
evaluation ifyou !tad zero oversight, or responsibility, or
position relative to the actual administration of anesthesia?
A. By having -MR. SCANLA N: Compound , and it assumes facts -MR. HAWKES : It doesn't assume any facts. I said, what did
you do.
-

Murphy Depo. 67:9-68:8

The disruptive objections continued to where Plaintiffs' counsel stipulated
to an objection to every question so as to avoid the intended disruptions:
Q. All right. So just answer this simple question for me:
When an implant is involved as a trial to see if it will work,
are you generally familiar that the surgeon needs the patient
awake or arousable so that they can respond and help the
physician find the point at which the lead provides maximum
relief? Do you understan d that, yes or no?
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I'll give you that
deposition. All you're doing is delaying me. You can have
that this whole deposition. Every question, I'll assume that
you've made that objection.
-

Murphy Depo. 48:20-49:8

***
MR. SCANLA N: Are you still giving me througho ut these -MR. HA WK.ES: Yeah. This whole deposition you can have.
MR. SCANLAN: I have form and foundation objections for
every question?
MR. HAWKES : Absolutely.
-

Murphy Depo. 86:25-87:6

***

POINT ONE
THE COMPL AINT AGAINS T INTERM OUNTA IN
ANESTH ESIA WAS TIMELY FILED
Defendan ts seek to dismiss Intermountain Anesthesia because it is not
subject to the tolling provisions of the Prelitigation Screening statutes, Idaho Code §6l 001 et seq.; Defendan t Intermountain Anesthesia argues the Plaintiffs Complaint against
Intermountain Anesthesia was not timely filed because the tolling of medical malpractice
claims doesn't apply to entities, only individuals. That argument amount to trying to
"hide behind oneself."
This Court has previously rejected the same argument in Morgan v. Demos,
Chambers & Idaho Heart institute, Case No. CV-06-4332. See Affidavit of Counsel,~

4, Exhibit B.
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In fact, Intermountain Anesthesia was named as a party to the Prelitigation
process. See Affidavit of Counsel,

,r 5, Exhibits C.

The argument then boils down to one of whether physicians and other
healthcare providers can practice exclusively as employees of Intermountain Anesthesia
and then seek to have that entity immune from the failings of its employees. It cannot.
It is admitted that Intermountain Anesthesia is a professional corporation

that exists to provide anesthesia care to patients:
3. "Intermountain Anesthesia, P.A." is an Idaho professional
corporation with offices in Idaho Falls that was created
January 25, 1993 for the purposes of providing medical
anesthesia care to patients."
- Complain t & Jury Demand, ,r 3 (12-20-06)

***
III.
Dr. Murphy admits the allegations contained in paragraph 3 of
Plaintiffs' Complaint.
-

Marcus E. Murphy, M.D.'s Answer to Complain t
and Jury Demand, ,r Ill (2-13-07)

Defendan ts' argument ignores those provisions of Idaho law that allow
physicians to practice medicine as entities, take the economic and legal advantages of an
entity practice, do all their medical practice billings and contracts in the entity name only
to then try and hide behind that entity when malpractice occurs. See Idaho Code §301306:
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state applicable to
between the person furnishing the professional services and
the person receiving such professional service and to the
standards for professional conduct Any officer, shareholder,
agent or employee of a corporation organized under this act
shall remain personally and fully liable and accountable for
any negligent or wrongful acts or misconduct committed by
him, or by any person under his direct supervision and
control, while rendering professional services on behalf of the
corporation to the person for whom such professional services
were being rendered. The corporation shall be liable up to the
full value of its property for any negligent or wrongful acts or
misconduct committed by any of its officers, shareholders,
agents or employees while they are engaged on behaff of the
corporation in the rendering ofprofessional services.
The relationship of an individual to a professional
corporation organized under this act, with which such
individual is associated, whether as shareholder, director,
officer or employee, shall in no way modify or diminish the
jurisdiction over him of the governmental authority or state
agency which licensed, certified or registered him for a
particular profession.
The argument is nothing more than double-dealing, slight-of-hand seeking a
tactical advantage over negligently-damaged patients who have the integrity to fully
honor both the purpose and spirit of the prelitigation panel process. Defendants'
argument cannot be made with integrity; it is nothing more than a double-standard
attempt to take advantage of the purposes of the prelitigation tolling statutes, Idaho Code
§ 6-1001 et seq.
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29,2010
and

admissions

was and employee of Intermountain Anesthesia and the entirety of the anesthesia given,
and billings, were exclusively through that entity:
Q .... you've never practiced anesthesia in
Idaho Falls except with lntermountain,
correct?
A. That is correct.
-

Murphy Depo 27:24-28:2

***

Q. Yeah. You don't do any billing in your
name personally, do you?
A. I do not.
-

Murphy Depo 29:14-16

***
You don't receive any money directly fi'om
patients, do you?
A. I do not.
-

Murphy Depo 30:1-3

***

Q. 100 percent of the money for your services
goes to Intermountain Anesthesia, who in turn
pays you as an employee?
A. Intermountain Anesthesia pays me as an
employee.
-

Murphy Depo 30:4-8

Defendants' entity argument is a double-standard sham that should be
rejected for the same reasons as this Court stated on August 28, 2008:
Here Drs. Chambers and Demos have acknowledged
that they are employees of the Idaho Heart Institute. The
advantages of a professional corporation require the law to
view the corporation as a single legal entity; it would be
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are
the Idaho Heart Institute is,for the purposes of the statute, a
"physician" and the statute of limitation was tolled for the
time the claim was before a pre-litigation panel and/or 30
days thereafter."
- Morgan v. Demos? Chambers & Idaho Heart lnstituteT
Bonneville County Case No. CV-06-4332 (8-28-08)

POINT TWO
LEGAL PREJUDIC E CANNOT BE BASED UPON
THE EFFECT OF FEDERAL LAW SPECIFIC ALLY, DELAY RESULTIN G FROM
THE PROVISIO NS OF U.S. Code §362(a),
THE AUTOMA TIC STAY STATUTE FOR A BANKRUP TCY FILING
Defendants seek summary judgment on the grounds that the delay resulting
from the federal statutory bankruptcy stay arising because of Brian Hawk's bankruptcy
was prejudicial. The argument is legally insufficient.
No party to litigation can claim legal prejudice because of the effect of
federal law, specifically the automatic stay provisions of 28 U.S.C. § 362(a) in this case.

If that were so, the federal law would have no validity. Defendants have no legal right to
decide which federal laws they are subject to and those to which they are not. Their
argument is with Congress, not this Court nor the Plaintiffs.
To the extent Defendants assert some prejudice because Robert Hague died
in 2009, that is not a prejudice that can be laid at the injured Plaintiffs feet. The death of
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former officer and President ofintermoun tain Anesthesia any loss of his testimony is
solely the failing of Intermountain Anesthesia; there are numerous ways to preserve
testimony and Defendants apparently have not availed themselves of any of those means.
The June 25, 2004 events of this case went through Prclitigation on
November l 0, 2006. Candor requires acknowledgment that the prclitigation process is
not a process for the benefit of injured patients; it exists solely to buy time for negligent
healthcare providers to get and preserve their evidence and witnesses in line. Defendants
make no claim to what testimony or evidence is lost by virtue of the passing of Mr.
Hague.
To summarize, dismissal on the basis of delay lacks merit because:
(I) The stay of this case was a result of the mandatory application of federal
law, USC § 362(a) and no party can claim prejudice from the application of the law.
(2) Any additional passage of time was prior to Defendant's recent moving
to lift the stay and commence these proceedings.
(3) Plaintiffs have moved expeditiously since this Court put this case back
on active status. Plaintiffs are ready to try this case as the Detailed Fact Statement herein
shows.
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POINT THREE
PLAINTIFFS' CLAIMS ARE MERITORIOU S
AND SHOULD NOT BE DISMISSED
While efiicient resolution of legal disputes is always to be desired, the
cornerstone of the legal system is the "just" resolution of claims. That is why the word
"just" appears first in our Rule I to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure in reference to
These rules shall be liberally construed to secure the just,
speedy and inexpensive determination of every action and
proceeding. - Rule 1, Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
The facts of the liability and damages cases of Tom Strong and Brian Hawk
set forth in the first 30 pages herein establish strong claims. The outrageous conduct of
leaving Mr. Strong unattended while a patient on an operating table and of an
anesthesiologist limiting pain relief to Mr. Hawk in apparent patient indifference and egoretaliation against Dr. Linderman who had to do anesthesiology's task, cries out for
exemplary damages.
The wrongful conduct here is without excuse. Defendants had fully within
their control and access the means to have provided competent and injury-free anesthesia
care to Plaintiffs. These were not cases where injury occurred because of the absence of
some pricey piece of equipment existing only in big city medical centers nor distractions
caused by the chaos of the medical emergency being attended to. Mr. Strong and Mr.
Hawk were needlessly injured because what had been agreed-to and promised to be done
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duty-bou nd to provide.
RESPEC TFULLY SUBMIT TED this l 811i day of October 20 I 0
LOWEL L N. HAWKE S, CHARTERED

CERTI FICAT E OF SERVI CE
I certify that on this l 8111 day of October, 2010 I faxed a copy of the
foregoing to Kevin J. Scanlan and Richard E. Hall of Hall, Farley, Oberrech t & Blanton,
P.A., 702 West Idaho, Suite 700, Boise, Idaho 83701, FAX 208-395 -8585.
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S. Lewis
LOWELLN
3 22 East Center
Pocatello, Idaho 83201
Telephone: (208) 235-1600
FAX: (208) 23 5-4200
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
BONNEVILLE COUNTY, IDAHO
The Honorable Jon J. Shindurling

THOMAS L. STRONG and
BRIAN K. HAWK,

Plaintiffs,
vs.
INTERMOUNTAIN ANESTHESIA, P.A.
AND MARCUS E. MURPHY, M.D.,

BANNOCK COUNTY

Case No. CV-06-7149
AFFIDAVIT OF
CATHERINE L.
LINDERMAN, M.D.

)
)
)
)
)

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
: ss
)

CATHERINE L. LINDERMAN, being first duly sworn states as follows:
1. I am an Idaho licensed physician having completed a residency and

specialty training in anesthesia at the University of Washington in June of 1992. I
practiced anesthesia in Idaho Falls beginning July I 0, 1992 and subsequently completed a
fellowship in Pain Management at the University of Utah on June 30, 2000.
AFFIDAVIT OF CATHERINE L. LINDERMAN, M.D. Strong & Hawk v. Intermountain Anesthesia, Mwphy
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I am familiar

the

2004.

care
care as

was

substandard and wrongful for the applicable standard at that time and place in Idaho Falls,
Idaho. That opinion and all opinions herein are based on reasonable medical probability.
3. On June 25, 2004 I had six of my pain management patients scheduled
for the permanent surgical implant of pain-stopping peripheral nerve and spinal nerve
stimulator devices and leads at the Eastern Idaho Regional Medical Center ('EIRMC")
in Idaho Falls. These patients had had prior successful trial implants. Thomas Strong
was the first of these six patients and Brian Hawk was the last or among the latter.
4. General anesthesia cannot be used for such patients as they have to be
awake for much of the procedure in order to assist in the effective placement of the
stimulator leads. For that reason a fast-acting and fast-reversing IV anesthetic like
Propofol can be and often is used.
5. For the same reasons, airways and endotracheal tubes are not used on
these patients; they need to be able to communicate with me at key points in the
surgical procedure. However, because such patients have no airway protection it is
essential that the anesthetist or anesthesiologist providing anesthesia stay vigilant and
stay with the patient to assure airway patency and generally monitor the patient.
6. On the morning of June 25, 2004 the anesthesia to Mr. Strong was
initially administered by CRNA Mary Waight, an employee and agent of Intermountain
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procedure
so

we

I

over

an

place and what needed to be done from the anesthesia standpoint as well as my surgical
role in the placement of the stimulator leads.
7. At that time and on that day Dr. Marcus Murphy was "running the
board" of anesthesia services for patients at EIRMC and was the oversight
anesthesiologist making the assignments for anesthesia care; neither myself nor the
patients were involved in Dr. Murphy's decisions as to anesthesia assigmnents.
8. Mr. Strong's anesthesia began at approximately 7:30 a.m. At
approximately 8:45 a.m. CRNA Waight took a break and anesthesia was taken over by
CRNA Schmalz, also of Intermountain Anesthesia. Up to that point, the anesthesia had
proceeded satisfactorily and uneventfully using small doses of Versed and Fentanyl and
with a low-dose drip of Propofol which are all fast-acting and fast-reversing IV
anesthetics.
9. CRNA Schmalz thereafter substantially increased the dosage of
Propofol drip from that level at which it was set by CRNA Waight. The increased
amount of Propofol was excessive for the circumstances. In addition, CRNA Schmalz
left the head of the table and was not attending to Mr. Strong. I was not aware CRNA
Schmalz had left the head of the table because of the "Ether Screen" that establishes a
sterile field and also blocks my view of both the patient and the anesthesia provider.
AFFIDAVIT OF CATHERINE L. LINDERMAN, M.D. Strong & Hawk v. lntermountain Anesthesia, Murphy
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1

CRNA Schmalz was
the patient

head

not

on

context, evidences the patient is not able to breath and is trying take a deep breath and
cough to clear his airway so as to be able to breathe; in other words, the patient is
asphyxiating.

The coughing and choking was a result of Mr. Strong's chin having

dropped down causing his airway to become obstructed. I looked over the "Ether
Screen" to speak with anesthesia and saw that no anesthesia person was in fact
attending to Mr. Strong. I then yelled to the other personnel in the room that the
patient was obstructed and I needed assistance. There was no immediate assistance so I
was forced to abandon my role as surgeon to get to Mr. Strong (who was face down)
and reach around and through the surgical drapes in order to perform a jaw thrust
maneuver which reestablished his airway. Eventually CRNA Schmalz came back and
assisted me with maintaining Mr. Strong's airway after which I had to reglove because
I had placed my hands in that unsterile field area. Mr. Strong continued to cough and
cough throughout the remainder of the surgery.
11. CRNA Waight came back to the room about that time and I explained
to her what had happened. She then said words to the effect "No wonder he
obstructed, he [Schmalz] turned up the Propofol drip" to a multiple from what she had
appropriately set it at prior. I later noted that the increased Propofol dosage was in fact
recorded but that is not on the "Anesthesia Record" now in the EIRMC chart.
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2.

sustained

a

amounts of bright red foamy, frothy blood. That required Mr. Strong be admitted to
the hospital as an in-patient from what would have otherwise been an outpatient
surgery. That in-patient admission was incidental to anesthesiologist Murphy informing
me that EIRMC management had been notified of Mr. Strong's situation and that he
needed to be admitted to the hospital at no charge because of the anesthesia oversedation and injury to Mr. Strong and the resultant need he be observed for further
complications for up to four days.
13. The consequence of Negative Pressure Pulmony Edema is to damage
the lungs and make them less elastic. The loss of elasticity is from scarring that results
from blood being pulled through the blood vessel walls into the lung tissue from the
coughing and the patient's attempts to breath. I am personally and professionally
knowledgeable that Mr. Strong's life and capacity for activity were changed
significantly as a result of the above-described events. He was, prior to that anesthesia,
specifically evaluated and noted on his "Anesthesia Record" to be an "ASA 1" patient,
the highest rating given a patient by the American Society of Anesthesiologists.
14. Mr. Strong's current "Anesthesia Record" (EIRMC-S104) makes no
note of this serious complication nor his coughing up large amounts of bright red frothy
blood, nor CRNA Schmalz's increase of the Propofol drip dosage (previously
AFFIDAVIT OF CATHERINE L. LINDERMAN, M.D. -
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, nor

as an

to

15. To my extreme surprise, Dr. Murphy became angry at me, rather
than apologetic, at these events and

pointing his finger right in my face -

advised

me that none of my remaining patients that day would be given any Propofol and their
other I. V. medications would be limited. He further told me that he had specifically
prohibited the CRNA's he assigned to my remaining cases from administering any
Propofol. This occurred notwithstanding my pointing out to him that such an order and
limit on adequate anesthesia amounted to an unprofessional punishment of my other
patients for the substandard over-sedation of Mr. Strong by CRNA Schmalz. His
response was that if I did not like what he had directed I could "take my business
elsewhere." I told him that I had EIRMC privileges just as he did.
16. As a direct result of Dr. Murphy's order prohibiting the CRNA's
from giving any Propofol, the anesthesia given to Mr. Brian Hawk that day, was
inadequate and insufficient and he was unnecessarily subjected to prolonged and
unnecessary pam.
17. CRNA Jeff Taylor was assigned to Mr. Hawk who sustained that
severe and wholly-unnecessary pain during his procedure. CRNA Taylor repeatedly
apologized to both myself and Mr. Hawk for the unreasonable anesthesia limitations
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on

as a

not

18. The above-described substandard anesthesia care was at odds with
and goes contrary to the very essence and purpose of providing anesthesia care in a
hospital/surgical setting. What Mr. Hawk was subjected to was also contrary to the
specific pre-surgery assurances given to Mr. Hawk and his wife by Dr. Murphy in
assuring Mr. Hawk that he would be given more anesthesia during the surgery if at any
time he became uncomfortable. But he was not.
19. Dr. Murphy is the signatory approving anesthesiologist M.D. on both
the Pre-Op, Preanesthesia and Post-anesthesia forms and notes in the EIRMC patient
charts for both Mr. Strong and Mr. Hawk (EIRMC-S99,103 & 105; EIRMC-H32, 45
& 46).

DATED this 12th day of October, 2010

~~.~'2£\_/
CATHERJNE L. LINDERMAN, M.D.

,\,,\1111~f(JEiS,_QRJBED AND SWORN TO before me October 12, 2010.
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My Commission expires April 21, 2015
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I

on this

October,

10

a copy

foregoing to Kevin J. Scanlan and Richard E. Hall of Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton,
P.A., 702 West Idaho, Suite 700, Boise, Idaho 83701, FAX 208-395-8585.
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Lewis
LOWELLN.
1322 East Center
Pocatello, Idaho 83201
Telephone: (208) 23 5-1600
FAX: (208) 235-4200
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
BONNEVILLE COUNTY, IDAHO
The Honorable Jon J. Shindurling

THOMAS L. STRONG and
BRIAN K. HA WK,
Plaintifjs,

vs.
INTERMOUNTAIN ANESTHESIA, P.A.
AND MARCUS E. MURPHY, M.D.,

BANNOCK COUNTY

Case No. CV-06-7149
AFFIDAVIT OF
BRIAN K. HAWK

)
)
)

)
)

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
: ss
)

BRIAN K. HAWK, being first duly sworn states as follows:
1. I am Brian K. Hawk, a Plaintiff herein, and make this Affidavit on
personal knowledge. I am currently 50 years of age. I have a Bachelor's Degree in
Vocational Teacher Education and Corporate Training received in May of 1995 from
Idaho State University.
AFFIDAVIT OF BRIAN K. HAWK- Page 1
Strong & Hawk v. Intermountain Anesthesia,
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, 2004 I

2.

our home

Pocatello to the

Mary

Idaho

("EIRMC") in Idaho Falls where I was scheduled, as a patient of Dr. Catherine
Linderman, to undergo a surgical implant placement of a pain-stopping peripheral nerve
stimulator device. I had previously had a very successful trial stimulator implant.
3. Upon checking-in I was taken to a temporary private "room" that had
three walls and a curtain (instead of a door) where I was instructed to change out of my
street clothes into a hospital gown. My wife was with me there and my later room the
entire time I was at EIRMC (except for surgery) when someone else came in to see me.
4. I knew in advance that I was one of several similar cases by Dr.
Linderman that day and that my case would follow other patients of Dr. Linderman.
5. Prior to being taken into the operating room I saw and spoke with Dr.
Linderman several times. Initially she came to confirm that I had arrived at the hospital
and that I was okay to go ahead. There was a second visit when she came by briefly to
tell me that they were running a little behind schedule.
6. After the second visit from Dr. Linderman, anesthesiologist Marcus
E. Murphy, a Defendant herein, came to my room. He asked me some health
questions and questions about prior anesthesia and surgery. He assured me that he
would "make me comfortable" during the surgery and said that if, at any time I was not
comfortable to make a hand gesture and "I will make you comfortable." He never told

AFFIDAVIT OF BRIAN K. HAWK- Page 2
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not

anesthesia

me;

to me
to me. I

was to

was never told by Dr. Murphy that an M.D. anesthesiologist would not be providing
my hands-on anesthesia and that my anesthesia care would be given by a nurse
anesthetist.
7. Thereafter, Dr. Linderman visited me a third time. She explained that
there had been an issue and a problem with a previous patient and that I was not going
to be given an amount of anesthesia for pain that she felt would be needed. She asked
me if I wanted to go ahead knowing of the anesthesia limit on pain medication. I told
her I wanted to go ahead given the assurances I had been given by Dr. Murphy that he
would make sure I was kept comfortably free from pain.
8. However, once in the surgery I realized that in fact it was not even
Dr. Murphy who was the anesthesia person caring for me. I now understand that it
was a "CRNA" nurse anesthetist by the name of Jeff Taylor.
9. Mr. Taylor seemed to be a very honest and caring and compassionate
individual. He repeatedly told me he knew I was in serious pain and repeatedly and
continuously apologized to me for not being permitted to adequately treat my pain. He
explained that he would be fired and lose his job if gave me more pain medication than
he was told was the limit.
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1

are no
· to describe the

to sufficiently
as

I

or

an

understatement; I remember gripping and gripping the gurney in response to the pain
and my back arching up repeatedly from the pain.
11. Several times the procedure had to be stopped to allow me to rest and
pull myself together before continuing. I was totally exhausted and very sore by the
time I was taken to the recovery area and, later, back to my room to be with my wife,
dress, and leave the hospital. The ride home to Pocatello in the car was very, very
uncomfortable for even that short distance.
12. Dr. Murphy never came to talk to me again. Nor to provide me any
explanation or justification for why the assurances he gave me prior to the procedure
were not kept as he promised.
DATED this 14t1i day of October, 2010

§hJ];}iSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me October 14, 2010.
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Residing 'elt Pocatello
My Commission expires April 21, 2015
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I

on this

foregoing to Kevin J. Scanlan and Richard

10 I

a

Hall of Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton,

P.A., 702 West Idaho, Suite 700, Boise, Idaho 83701, FAX 208-395-8585.
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K
1322 East Center
Pocatello, Idaho 8320 I
Telephone: (208) 23 5- 1600
FAX: (208) 23 5-4200
Attorneys/or Plaintiffs

IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
BONNEVILLE COUNTY, IDAHO
The Honorable Jon J. Shindurling

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

THOMAS L. STRONG and
BRIAN K. HAWK,
Plaintiffs,

vs.
INTERMOUNTAIN ANESTHESIA, P.A.
AND MARCUS E. MURPHY, M.D.,

BANNOCK COUNTY

AFFIDAVIT OF
MARY ELLEN HAWK

)
)
)
)
)

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO

Case No. CV-06-7149

)
: ss
)

MARY ELLEN HAWK, being first duly sworn states as follows:
1. I am the wife of Brian K. Hawk, a Plaintiff herein, having been married

to him since October 12, 1996. I make this Affidavit on personal knowledge.
2. On June 25, 2004 I accompanied my husband to the Eastern Idaho
Regional Medical Center ("EIRMC

in Idaho Falls where he was scheduled, as a

AFFIDAVIT OF MARY ELLEN HAWK- Page 1
Murphy
& Hawk v. lntermountain
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to

a

trial

placement
I was with

entire time he was in his pre-surgery and post-surgery rooms whenever any other
person came in to see him.
3. We knew in advance that Brian was one of several similar cases by
Dr. Linderman and that his case would be towards the end of the surgical day.

4. Prior to his surgery and anesthesia Dr. Marcus E. Murphy came to
where Brian and I were in the hospital. Dr. Murphy assured my husband and me that
Brian would have sufficient pain medication given him so that he would not be
uncomfortable.
5. My husband was gone for the surgery much longer than expected; we
had been told he would be gone about two hours but it was closer to four hours.
6. When my husband was brought back to the room it was immediately
apparently that something was very wrong; he looked like "a deer in the headlights."
When I asked him what was wrong he immediately broke down crying and explained
that he had undergone horrific pain. The EIRMC nurses had repeatedly told me how
"amazing" my husband was and when I asked what they meant they explained he had
undergone the surgery with almost no pain anesthesia.
7. Dr. Murphy never came to see my husband and I after the surgery.
Nor has he ever sent us directly or indirectly any communication apologizing for or
AFFIDAVIT OF MARY ELLEN HAWK - Page 2
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not keep his assurances

8. The damage to my husband from those events has been deep and
permanent. Though that has improved somewhat, he has a fear level he never had
before and he does not have the trust that he formerly had.
DATED this 14111 dav., of October_, 2010

SUBSCRlBED AND SWORN TO before me October 14.2010.

Residi1 g at Pocatello
My Commission expires April 21, 2015
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I

of October,

on

foregoing to Kevin J. Scanlan and Richard

10 I faxed a

the

Hall of Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton,

P.A., 702 West Idaho, Suite 700, Boise, Idaho 83701, FAX 208-395-8585.
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9
322 East Center
Pocatello, Idaho 83201
Telephone: (208) 23 5-1600
FAX: (208) 235-4200
for Plaintiffs

IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
BONNEVILLE COUNTY, IDAHO
The Honorable Jon J. Shindurling

THOMAS L. STRONG and
BRIAN K. HA WK,

Plaintif.fa,
vs.
INTERMOUNTAIN ANESTHESIA, P.A.
AND MARCUS E. MURPHY, M.D.,

BANNOCK COUNTY

Case No. CV-06-7149
AFFIDAVIT OF
THOMAS LEE STRONG

)
)
)

)
)

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
: ss
)

THOMAS LEE STRONG, being first duly sworn states as follows:
1. I am one of the two Plaintiffs herein and make this Affidavit on personal
knowledge.
2. On Friday, June 25, 2004 I went to the Eastern Idaho Regional
Medical Center ("EIRMC") as a patient of Dr. Catherine L. Linderman for a scheduled
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS LEE STRONG - Page 1
Strong & Hawk lntermountain Anesthesia, Murphy

implant placement of a permanent pain-stopping peripheral nerve and spinal
nerve

implant

stimulator device. I understood that I was to be the first of several of Dr. Linderman's
patients with similar surgical procedures that day.
3. Before being taken to the operating room someone from anesthesia
came and spent a few minutes with me and told me that I would be given enough
anesthesia so that I could periodically answer questions incidental to placement of the
electrical leads and that I would not be put to sleep. That person was a male but not
Dr. Murphy, the Defendant herein, who I met later. Not long after that conversation I
was taken by gurney to a preparation room and then the operating room.
4. I understand that Dr. Murphy testified in his deposition that he did the
"Preanesthesia Evaluation" of me as evidenced by his signing and completion of the
"Preanesthesia Patient Evaluation Form"

(EIRMC-S 103)

that bears the date of

"6/29/04" - four days after my June 25, 2004 surgery and anesthesia.
65:19-68:22; 70:2-8.

Murphy Depo.

That is not the fact; Dr. Murphy did not come see nor "evaluate"

me prior to my being taken to the operating room and being anesthetisized.
5. I next remember waking up in the operating room and coughing
repeatedly and feeling light-headed. The coughing was pretty bad and I was coughing up
blood. I did not know what had happened or why I was coughing-up blood.

AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS LEE STRONG -
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I was
I

rolled onto a

I

something

over onto my back, my coughing immediately increased substantially to the point where I
couldn't do anything but cough up blood; I couldn't hardly breath. I noticed that
everybody seemed either upset, angry, or scared.
7. After I was wheeled into the Recovery Room, I was given something to
spit in and after my first spit and what I saw, I thought I was going to die; I was spitting
up blood in massive amounts. I remember thinking that I had heard a person could
drown in a teaspoon of water and the blood I was spitting up was closer to two
tablespoons each time.
8. In the Recovery Room they sat me up. That helped reduce the coughing
but I was still spitting up blood every 2-4 shallow breaths. I felt and sounded like a
percolating coffee pot. People kept telling me I'd be fine, but they had that look about
them that said they had no idea whether I would be fine or not. The circumstances and
happenings there told me just how un-ordinary it was for this to happen; numerous
people were called over to listen to my lungs and I remember many of them commenting
how they had never heard such lung sounds before. I also was given a chest x-ray.
9. A doctor that I had not previously seen then came to see me and started
talking to me and asking how I was doing. I learned that he was Dr. Marcus E. Murphy,
the Defendant herein, and that he was the head anesthesia doctor at that time. I have seen
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Patient

(EIRMC-S 103)

on

shows

as

"Findings." It also shows a date of "6/29/04" rather than June 25, 2004 when I had the
anesthesia. Dr. Murphy did no "Preanesthesia Evaluation" of me nor saw me preanesthesia for any findings on June 25, 2004 nor any date thereafter.
10. Dr. Murphy then talked with Dr. Linderman near the nurses' counter in
the Recovery Room. I did not hear everything they said but I could tell that the talk
started out nice but Dr. Murphy rather quickly became angry and defensive and seemed to
have no interest in listening or understanding anything Dr. Linderman was trying to
explain or say to him.
11. Eventually I was taken to my own room with my own nurse and I was
told that they would let my mother know what was happening. One of the first things my
nurse did was listen to my lungs. Dr. Linderman and her assistant, Lacy, came in and told
me that a substitute anesthesia person had come in and had increased my anesthesia
beyond the level at which it was set and should have remained and then walked away
from attending to me and that was why I asphyxiated. Dr. Linderman saw me "bucking"
on the operating table and heard me choking. She lifted me up and got me breathing
when she discovered no one from anesthesia was caring for me.
12. Later, Dr. Murphy came to my room again. He told me that I was lucky
that [ had strong lungs and that ifI had been an older man they might not have been able

AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS LEE STRONG - Page 4
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me

care immediately.

I

to me was their

me

it was

first for closing my throat, and second for having strong enough lungs to make them
rupture. Dr. Murphy then told me that I would probably be just fine and that I would have
a "free" overnight stay in the hospital.
13. Eventually I learned that I had sustained "Negative Pressure
Pulmonary Edema" and that it could decrease my lung and breathing capacity from the
lung damage and loss oflung elasticity. That is what has occurred. Initially after these
events I had no breathing stamina at all; I could not walk across the living room without
being winded. This contrasts with my prior very active life and the case, for example
when fishing, in being able to easily walk up and down a river bank.
14. In the six years since, there was not much improvement in my
breathing capacity though there was some improvement the first year. Heavier/pollen air
is now a real breathing problem. It feels like my lungs burn much of the time and
especially in colder air or when attempting anything strenuous. Everything l now do
must be done at a slower pace.
DATED this l 511i day of October, 2010

THOMAS
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me October i 5,

I

Residing.a
My Commission expires April 21, 2015
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CERTIFICATE Of SERVICE

I

that on this

10 I

a

of

foregoing to Kevin J. Scanlan and Richard E. Hall of Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton,
P.A., 702 West Idaho, Suite 700, Boise, Idaho 83701, FAX 208-395-8585.
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S. Lewis
LOWELL N. HAWKES, CHARTERED
1322 East Center
Pocatello, Idaho 83201
Telephone: (208) 235-1600
FAX: (208) 235-4200
Attorneys/or Plaintiffs

IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
BONNEVILLE COUNTY, IDAHO
The Honorable Jon J. Shindurling

THOMAS L. STRONG and
BRIAN K. HA WK,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
INTERMOUNTAIN ANESTHESIA, P.A.
AND MARCUS E. MURPHY, M.D.,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-06-7149
AFFIDAVIT OF
TERILYN CHENOWITH

)

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO
BANNOCK COUNTY

)

)
: ss
)

TERIL YN CHENOWETH, being first duly sworn states as follows:
1. I am the mother of Thomas L. Strong ("Tom"), one of the two Plaintiffs
herein and make this Affidavit on personal knowledge.
2. On the early morning of Friday, June 25, 2004 I drove to the Eastern
Idaho Regional Medieal Center ("EIRMC") to take my son Tom there; he was a patient
AFFIDAVIT OF TERILYN CHENOWETH -
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of

Catherine

and was

pain-stopping nerve stimulator device. He had previously had a successful trial implant
of the stimulator. We understood that he was to be the first of several of Dr
Linderman's patients with similar surgical procedures that day.
3. I was with Tom during that hospital stay from the time he changed
into the hospital gown until he was discharged to home the next afternoon except for
the time when I left to go home to sleep late the evening of June 25t1

1
•

l returned

early the next morning.
4. While there was every expectation at the outset that Tom's procedure
would be a relatively short and a simple day surgery, he did not come out or surgery as
soon as I had been told to expect him. 1 had been waiting for him in the Waiting Room
and was eventually notified that he was now in a private room. 1 went to that room and
saw that Tom was very sick; he was coughing uncontrollably and regularly coughing up
bright red blood.
5. Not long after I got to that private room Tom was visited by Dr.
Marcus Murphy, the named individual Defendant herein. What he said shocked me as a
mother. He said to Tom "We screwed up but so did you. You took a deep breath." 1
found it hard to believe my ears that Tom was being blamed for whatever or whoever
had caused him to now be in such a condition as to be repeatedly coughing up blood just
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was for a doc.::tor to ever blame a patient for brw-1thing!

6. In that same conversation, Dr. Mmphy aiso said that if Tum had been
older they might nol have boon able to bring him back as an older persou might not have

had the lung capacity to deal with the problem. Dr. Murphy also said then;: 1;.:ould be
"long temI ramifications" as a result of hardening of the Lungs Hlld reduced lung capacity.

He also said d1at the hospital would be writing off the extra expense connected with the

problems Torn had bt::cn subjei:.:ted to.
? . That consequence has been my observation of Tom as his mother: Tom

has ne1,,er since had the same lung and breathing capacity and stamina as. he had before.
DATED this 151ii day of October. 2010

ON THIS 15"' DAY OF OCTOBER 2010, TE.R rLYN CHENOWETH,
known to me, appeared before me, a Notary Pubtfo for the State of hlaho, and

acknowledged to me that sh.e executed the foregoing Affidavit.
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My Commission expires May 22, 2012
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that on this _ l ~ f October, 20 l O l faxed a copy of the
foregoing to Kevin J. Scanlan and Richard E. Hall of Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton,
P.A., 702 West Idaho, Suite 700, Boise, Idaho 83701, FAX 208-395-8585.
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